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Stepping it up 
See Style page 11 
NO. 16 
JENNIFER BAKER/photo editor 
(k) Corrie Baier, Dave Rex rode and Jason Redding protest Friday. 
Students protest GenEd 
Demonstrators confront Board of Visitors; 
oppose program, absence of American history 
by Courtney A. Crowley 
 news editor '   
About 25 students from both the College Republicans and College 
Democrats banded together at Friday's Board of Visitors meeting to 
oppose the General Education Curriculum and the absence of 
American history in that curriculum. 
The protest was mainly a reaction to the GenEd program, but the 
protesters also want the Board to make American history a mandatory 
GenEd requirement, said senior College Republican Jason Redding. 
Freshman protester Meghann Green said before the protest, "I hope 
the GenEd program will be revoked. I feel American history should be 
required. How can we understand democracy if we don't understand 
our past?" 
Redding said Friday's action by two of the most political groups on 
campus was not political. "We're just concerned students coming 
together," he said. "We just got frustrated. I don't feel the [Student 
Government Association] is doing its job to protect student education- 
al needs, so it's time to get students active so they can voice their con- 
cerns." 
Freshman protester Corrie Baier said, "I support a history require- 
ment at JMU. I also want the Board of Visitors to know that I'm in the 
GenEd program, and I don't understand it myself. I'm hoping to get 
more information from them." 
The protesters carried signs with slogans including "GenEd: Author 
Unknown," "James Madison Who?" "GenEd: Dumb and Dumber" 
and Cicero's quote, "Those that do not study history are doomed to 
repeat it." 
Sophomore Carrie Breig, a protester, said, "I think it's awful that 
people can graduate from a university like JMU without taking hlsto- 
jy" 
Redding said, "Is the administration going to try and silence any 
opposition, or are they going to hear our voices? This is like an 
unsolved mystery to me." 
Out of the 25 that gathered together, only six made it into the Board 
meeting, while the remaining 20 or so protested outside the room's 
window, senior College Republican Dave Rexrode said. "The security 
see PROTEST page 2 
Homecoming brings 'em back 
by Julia Filz 
senior writer 
Alumni, friends and future 
Dukes flocked to Harrisonburg to 
celebrate "The Year of the Duke 
Dog" Saturday during JMU's 
annual Homecoming Weekend. 
Graduates came from as far as 
Alaska to participate in the 
Homecoming Weekend's activi- 
ties. 
Timothy Murphy, class of '89, 
travelled from Oklahoma, where 
he is now a food service manager 
for the Marriott Hotel and a full- 
time graduate student. 
Homecoming has changed since 
his days as a student. 
"I've been out (of JMU] for 
eight years and been back [for 
Homecoming for] five," Murphy 
said. "It's bigger every year. I 
have a lot of experience with real- 
ly, really large universities, and 
this gets closer and closer every 
year." 
Alumni spent the day tailgat- 
see HOMECOMING page 2 
MELISSA PALLADWO/seniorphotographer 
Seven die-hard JMU fans attend Saturday's chilly Homecoming football game wearing body paint spelling 
"MADISON." The men cheered for the Dukes, led chants and sang songs. 
New Greek policy bans kegs, 
prohibits funds for alcohol 
by Rob Speirs 
news editor 
JMU will institute a new alcohol policy next 
spring to prohibit kegs and to prohibit fraternities 
and sororities from using chapter funds to purchase 
alcohol, Greek administration informed chapter 
presidents in a meeting yesterday. 
"We decided to move to a more pro-active alco- 
hol policy," Kristin Radcliffe, director of Greek Life, 
said. "The issue was not to ban kegs, but it was an 
issue of a campus image and wellness for our stu- 
dents." 
Radcliffe said the main difference is individuals 
of legal age will have to bring their own alcohol to 
Greek social events. A committee consisting of 
chapter presidents, faculty and staff will outline 
procedures concerning the amount of alcohol indi- 
viduals can bring. 
"This is something we've taken a great deal of 
time to think out," Radcliffe said. "We know there 
are pros and cons, but when you weigh the pros 
against the cons there's really no contest." 
JMU is the only campus in the country not cur- 
rently following a no-keg policy, Radcliffe said. The 
policy change is not in response to any particular 
event. 
"I think the most important thing is that no one 
should view this as a punishment [of Greeks]," 
Radcliffe said. "[The chapters] have done a wonder- 
ful job with the policy they currently have. This is 
the way to keep a Greek system surviving. . . We 
aren't doing this to be hurtful." 
Radcliffe said national headquarters for many 
fraternities have been encouraging JMU to adopt a 
"bring-your-own-alcohol" policy. 
see KEGS page 2 
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In the Oct. 16 issue of The 
Breeze, the article "Four break- 
ins reported at Ashby Crossing" 
should have said residents of 
apartment 1145 did report the 
burglary to Harrisonburg Police 
Department. 
77K Breeze regrets the error. 
Homecoming 
continued from page 1 
ing with friends in several park- 
ing lots across campus, catching 
up with fraternity and sorority 
members on Greek Row and par- 
ticipating in the Godwin Field 
Festival. 
But reunions also reeled alum- 
ni in. Casey Denunzio, a '92 grad- 
uate, came back for her five-year 
reunion. 
Protest 
continued from page 1 
"I'm having a great time," 
Denunzio said as she registered 
with the Alumni Association at 
the Godwin Field Festival. "It's 
great to see so many people." 
Robyn Williams also returned 
to Harrisonburg for her five-year 
reunion. 
"Seeing JMU is really great 
because I haven't been back in 
five years," Williams said. She 
said she hoped to look at some of 
the changes on campus, includ- 
ing the University Recreation 
Center and the new College of 
Integrated Science and 
Technology building. 
Many of those who registered 
at the Alumni Association tent 
graduated within the last 15 
years. But some were 1997 gradu- 
ates celebrating their first 
Homecoming as alumni. 
Alex Derhovhannessian, class 
of '97, said, "I'm really glad to sec 
so many alumni coming back. It's 
great that everyone has this 
much JMU spirit to take a week- 
end and come back to be with old 
friends and reminisce." 
man came out and told us there 
were open spaces in the confer- 
ence room, so we sent in [six] 
people who volunteered to go 
in," he said. 
The six moved into the Board 
meeting at 1:30 p.m., about one- 
half hour after the meeting start- 
ed, and stood in the doorways 
with signs in hand. Board mem- 
ber Alexander Berry presented 
his report from the morning's 
education and student life com- 
mittee meeting concerning 
GenEd at ujout 1:10 p.m. The 
report was finished at about 1:20 
p.m. The protesters left the room 
at 1:45 p.m. 
The protesters who made their 
way into the meeting were fresh- 
men Justin Markell, Amanda 
Klein, Baier, Breig and senior Chris 
Smith. Sources were unable to 
identify the sixth protester. Klein 
and Smith declined to comment. 
Markell said Board members 
Zane Showker and Mark 
Obenshain acknowledged the 
protesters' presence and talked 
with the students. 
Showker and Obenshain were 
unavailable for comment. 
"I think we were effective," 
Markell said. "When we went in, 
we were peaceful. [JMU Acting 
President] Linwood Rose spoke 
about revenue and capital funds, 
and that's when various Board 
members looked over at us. Zane 
Showker and [Mark] Obenshain 
obviously supported what we 
were saying. There isn't much 
more we can do at this point, but 
it was effective. 
"But it's important for the 
Board to see what the students' 
outlook and perspective on this 
is," Markell said. "It's important 
for them to see how important 
American history is to us." 
Baier said, "We were effective 
because it was a subtle, silent 
demonstration. But a lot of Board 
members turned around and 
read our signs and then went 
back to the meeting." 
Senior Kristy Weeks, student 
representative to the Board, said 
she wasn't aware of the 
protesters because there wasn't a 
disruption in the meeting. 
Weeks said she is surprised to 
find out the students were 
protesting against the GenEd 
program itself. "For the most 
part, I wasn't aware that students 
felt so strongly opposed to 
GenEd," she said. "The students 
I've talked to are more concerned 
about American history's role in 
the curriculum rather than 
GenEd itself." 
Kickin' it 
ASHLEY McGlNNISSIcontributing photographer 
The JMU men's soccer team played 16th ranked College of William & Mary Saturday. The game against the Tribe ended in a 2-2 tie. The 
last 28 games between the Dukes and W&M have resulted in a 11-11-6 record, according to head coach Tom Martin. See story page 23. 
Kegs  
continued from page 1 
Annie-Lou Bayly, Panhellenic 
president, said she was not 
involved in the decision to alter 
the policy but supports it. 
"I think the new policy will 
first of all be much more in com- 
pliance with the national policy," 
Bayly said. "I think it [will create] 
a safer atmosphere... and would 
take liability away from fraterni- 
ties and sororities." 
Bayly said Panhellenic and 
Interfraternity Council will help 
chapters implement the policy. 
"I believe the majority of 
[Greeks] realize this is something 
that needs to be done," she said. 
Hal Dillon, president of IFC, 
said he was a little surprised by 
the policy but also believes it is a 
good thing. Fraternities and 
sororities pay in excess of $6,000 
in insurance each year and the 
policy will make the insurance 
more valid, he said. 
"The liability thing is huge," 
Dillon said. "I think [the policy] 
will make it a little safer for 
everyone and take some of the 
emphasis off the alcohol." 
Dillon said specifics of the pol- 
icy still have to be worked out. 
Peter Kelly, Pi Kappa Phi pres- 
ident, said some chapter mem- 
bers will not want to accept the 
policy initially, but he believes 
the change is positive. "I talked 
[to my chapter] tonight and the 
initial reaction is to not want to 
accept it," Kelly said. "But the 
sign of most good organizations 
is how they accept adversity and 
change and .how they can over- 
come that." 
Individual chapter members, 
including chapter officers, were 
not asked to vote on the policy, 
which applies to both on-campus 
and off-campus organizations. 
Jesse Steelberg, Zeta Tau 
Alpha president, said members 
of her chapter were shocked but 
prepared to adopt the policy. "It's 
not something we're going to 
fight because there's no reason to 
fight it," Steelberg said. 
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by Neal Crovo 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Driving Under the 
Influence 
• Daniel S. Murphy, 20, a non- 
student of Harrisonburg, was 
arrested and charged with driving 
under the influence on the double 
sidewalk at Frederikson HaB at 12:48 
am. Oct 17. 
Underage Possession of 
Alcohol 
• Two students were judicially 
charged with underage possession of 
alcohol in A-tot at 3:30 am. Oct 17. 
Fire Alarm 
• Cigarette butts ignited and caused 
smoke to enter the duct work of the 
stairway in Hillside Hafl at 8 p.m. Oct. 
14. 
Harrisonburg Fire and Rescue 
responded. 
False Fire Alarm 
• Unidentified individuals were 
reportedly burning incense and 
activated the smoke detector in the 
second floor hallway of the Kappa 
Sigma and Sigma Phi Epsilon social 
fraternity house at 6:47 p.m. Oct.15. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly 
stole a black wallet containing credit 
cards and $60 from a student's room 
in the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority 
house at 4:04 p.m. Oct. 15. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly 
stole a forest green, 21-speed 
Mongoose Alta mountain bike from 
the west-side front porch of Wine- 
Price HaH at 6:30 p.m. Oct 15. 
The bike is valued at $500. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly 
stole $60-$80 from a wallet in 
Bridgeforth Stadium locker room at 
11:51 a.m. Oct. 15. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly 
stole $25 from a wallet in the 
University Recreation Center at 8:22 
p.m. Oct 16. 
Property Damage 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly 
kicked in the windshield of a 2-door 
1996 Dodge. They also allegedly 
opened the gas door, removed the 
gas cap and unzipped the spare tire 
cover of an Isuzu Rodeo in Z-lot at 
2:11a.m. Oct 17. 
There was no damage to the 
Isuzu Rodeo. ■ 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly 
pushed over a U.S. mailbox and 
damaged the bolts and anchors 
attaching it to the sidewalk at the 
entrance of A-lot at 3:30 a.m. Oct.17. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly 
damaged the windshields of a 1993 
Chevy Camero and a 1986 Jeep 
Cherokee at 4:27 a.m. Oct. 17. 
The   incidents   are   under 
investigation. 
Number of drunk in public charges 
since June 8:25 
Board of Visitors discusses budget 
Student Success Program, Carrier's fundraising activities covered 
by Lisa Rosato 
contributing writer 
Instead of meeting in the 
Chandler Hall Board Room, the 
JMU Board of Visitors threw tra- 
dition to the wind Friday and 
met in the new conference room 
of the College of Integrated 
Science and Technology com- 
puter science building to discuss 
the 1998-2000 biennial budget. 
Charles King, vice president 
for administration and finance, 
outlined JMU's state budget pro- 
posal. King's report included 
proposed projects for the next 
two years and proposed tuition 
rates for summer sessions. 
The four-week summer ses- 
sion tuition increased from $564 
in 1997 to $584 for 1998. The six- 
week session increased from $846 
to $876. 
In order to receive state funds, 
JMU must first submit a budget 
proposal to the State Council for 
Higher Education of Virginia, 
which prioritizes projects and 
recommends funding before the 
budget goes to the Virginia 
General Assembly and the gover- 
nor for approval. The highest pri- 
ority projects are the most likely 
to receive state funding. 
JMU is asking the state for $76 
million in construction funds for 
the next two years, King said. 
SCHEV recommended $63 mil- 
lion this fall. Highest priority pro- 
jects include the $2.3 million 
overhaul of the campus steam 
system, the $30 million construc- 
tion of phase 2 of the CISAT aca- 
demic building to begin in the 
spring of 1998, the $878,000 reno- 
vation of Roop Hall and the $6 
million plan to renovate Harrison 
Hall and Annex, which will add 
C Biennial Capital Budget (£ 
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Note - All requests made to General Assembly 
16,000 square feet to the building. 
Harrison's renovation may 
allow JMU to move classes now 
held in Anthony-Seeger Hall to 
main campus, King said. 
"JMU is right on the threshold 
of becoming the number one 
comprehensive university in the 
country," King said. "[If we get] 
the funds we are asking for, we 
would be able to take that step 
over that threshold and become 
that university." 
Proposed construction pro- 
jects that SCHEV gave a lower 
priority to in the budget include 
installing air conditioning in 
Wilson Hall, turning Godwin 
Hall into an academic facility, 
developing technology class- 
rooms where students can plug 
their laptops into desks, rebuild- 
ing Bluestone Drive and building 
a parking deck behind Bridge- 
forth Stadium. The parking deck 
proposal is already awaiting 
approval from the General 
Assembly. 
JMU Acting President Lin- 
wood Rose also spoke to the 
Board about university align- 
ment. 
"Since July, I have been meet- 
ing with many groups on cam- 
pus," he said. "We can all accom- 
plish a great deal more if we are 
aligned and moving in the same 
direction." 
Rose said he doesn't want any 
personal objectives to be dis- 
missed. He hopes JMU can sup- 
port individual aspirations while 
individuals support the goals and 
objectives of JMU. 
Later in the meeting, Randy 
Mitchell, associate vice president 
THOMAS SCALAIgraphics editor 
of student success programs, 
gave a presentation on the 
planned Student Success 
Prograrh and its goals to provide 
students with a smooth transition 
in, through and out of the univer- 
sity, motivate them to learn and 
provide greater cohesiveness of 
services. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier 
then gave the president's report. 
He spoke about his fundraising 
activities during his six-month 
leave of absence until January 1. 
Carrier also congratulated Rose 
on his efforts as acting president 
and said Rose is moving JMU in 
a positive direction. 
Carrier emphasized the 
importance of fundraising and 
talked about JMU's need to 
see MEETING page 6 
President's office reinstates UCC membership; 
academic year's meetings, agenda not planned 
by Alison Manser 
contributing writer 
The University Curriculum Council rein- 
stated membership this year with an initiative 
from the president's office. But no meetings 
are planned, and there is currently no agenda. 
"[UCC has) a membership, but have you 
ever heard of anyone having a meeting when 
they don't have any issues on their agenda?" 
said Faculty Senate Speaker Arch Harris. 
UCC Chair Diane Fuqua said that with no 
scheduled meetings and a bare agenda, the 
only concern is to identify a secretary in the 
event UCC meets to deal with UCC's sole 
power — challenges to college curriculums. 
But UCC stopped meeting last year due to 
a dispute over UCC's powers. During fall of 
the 1996-'97 academic year, the administra- 
tion amended the original UCC constitution 
and by-laws. Bethany Oberst, former vice 
president of academic affairs, notified former 
UCC Chair William Voige in writing that 
UCC would no longer have the power of aca- 
demic program review. The administration 
then did not attend the first meeting of the 
year and the council's existence dissipated. 
Acting Vice President of Academic Affairs 
Doug Brown said the main responsibility of 
the council is to assist colleges that want to 
challenge parts of the curriculum, but it does 
not have academic review power. 
Brown contends UCC never had the 
power of academic program review. 
"When the UCC was formed in 1994, it 
was anticipated that it would have duties 
other than making recommendations on cur- 
riculum proposal conflicts," Brown said. 
"One of these potential areas was that of aca- 
demic program review. 
"While UCC was asked to review two aca- 
demic program reviews during the 1995-'96 
academic year on an experimental basis, it 
was never assigned that function on a perma- 
nent basis," he said. 
But original UCC by-laws, dated April 14, 
1995, state a UCC subcommittee would form 
"for the purpose of evaluation of academic 
program review." The document does not 
indicate any of the by-laws were intended to 
be temporary. 
Brown said he does not see reinstatement 
of academic review power as a possibility. 
"The UCC's role in the curriculum 
process is that of making recommendations to 
the president through the vice president for 
academic affairs in the event of an unresolved 
conflict. . . between two college curriculum 
and instruction committees, including the 
general education council, with respect to a 
curriculum proposal. 
"If conflict arises [between two colleges], 
the UCC will perform its role and make rec- 
ommendations," Brown said. "There is no 
additional role contemplated for the UCC." 
UCC was founded in the fall of 1994, and 
committee members mapped out a set of by- 
laws detailing UCC's duties. 
The by-laws discussed the details of UCC, 
including membership and member term 
lengths, voting, academic course proposal 
and approval procedures, criteria for evaluat- 
ing new course programs, and added to 
UCC's agenda a review of the UCC curricu- 
lum approval process 
The reinstated UCC consists of Fuqua, six 
students, eight administrative members and 
thirteen faculty members. 
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Come to the 
International Workshop 
on 
"Study Abroad Basics" 
Wednesday, October 22 
Taylor 405 
4 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Want to study abroad but can't afford it? don't bave 
the time to fit it into your schedule? want to take 
courses in your major and don't think it's possible? 
NO PROBLEM!! 
Come find out the world of possibilities 
and opportunities open to you! 
Sponsored by the JMU of fie of International Education, 




Submit fun and crazy photos of 
yourself and your friends to the 
YEARBOOK! 
Bring Pictures to: 
The Milestone 
Deadline: Friday, October 24 
Please include your name and phone 
number on pictures. 
assanutten Resort 





Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, ~+ I    *     ana    fc_-^ n m ii, om ouufj
2) K      I* ■ ©®    Food Service' Cashiers, and Morel 
'Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts! 
For More lnf""™r,on. Call 289-4954 
STOP a- URK ins WEEK! 
O October 20 - 26th\ 
Adventure    \ 
BACKPACKING &I RAMSEY'S DRAFT WILDERNESS AntAl 
Oct. 31-Nov. 21 
Register by: Oct. 24. Mandatory Meeting: Oct. 28. 7:30pm 
Do something different this Hai/oiueen! 
Aquatics & Safety ] 
FIRST AID 
Oct. 25. Noon-3pm 
Register by: Oct. 23 
WATER POLO CLINIC 
Oct. 27. 5-7pm. 




,  ■■i 
Aerobics & Wellness 
WINNING WEIGH? 
Oct. 22, 6-7pm. "A Focus on You!' 
tfr- Self-Esteem Boosters 
M^TJ KESIST-A-BML rtoppy HOVR 
^m Oct. 24. 5-6pm 
Fitness       |    .    o     o 
WOW: WOMEN ON WEIGHTS I & II 
Oct. 21, 7pm 
learn the correct forms & techniques for an 
O 




Entries Due: Oct. 21-23 
Manager's Meeting: Oct. V, 
4:30pm 
VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS CLIMIC 
Oct. 2\-23. 4-6pm or 7-9pm 
For details, call x8700 or visit http://wwwJniu.edu/recreatlon 
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Airhead 
MELISSA PALLADINO/iem'or photographer 
Chad Brown, class of '95, laughs it up with beer and balloons 
on Godwin Field Saturday. Rain didn't dampen spirits as JMU 
celebrated "The Year of the Duke Dog." 
Program teaches students 
to handle alcohol responsibly 
by Kristi Groome 
contributing writer 
Alcohol Awareness Week, cel- 
ebrated Oct. 19-25, is a national 
college and university effort to 
promote safety and responsibility 
concerning alcohol and its effects. 
This year's national theme is 
"Let's Get A Handle On It," and 
JMU is joining in. 
"We want students to get a 
handle on drinking problems and 
[accept] responsibility," said 
Drew Rodenberger, committee 
head of marketing at JMU for 
Alcohol Awareness Week. 
"We're not trying to preach, espe- 
cially on a college campus. We're 
just trying to get the facts out and 
let people make their own deci- 
sions." 
According to the 1995 Core 
'Drug and Alcohol Study, 55 per- 
cent of JMU students binge 
drink. This statistic is well above 
the 1996 national average of 44 
percent that the Harvard School 
of Public Safety survey deter- 
mined. 
According to a Formal Needs 
Assessment Test conducted by 
Health 458, 50 percent of JMU 
students consume five or more 
drinks in an evening, which qual- 
ifies as binge drinking. But 60 
percent of these students don't 
consider themselves binge 
drinkers. 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
aims to help these students 
become more aware of their 
actions, said Katie Mullarkey, 
committee head for research and 
evaluation at JMU. 
"The use and misuse of alco- 
hol is thought to be a rite of pas- 
sage in college," Mullarkey said. 
"[Students] really don't under- 
stand the extent of what they're 
doing. They think they won't 
have to face the negative effects 
of alcohol." 
The week provides activities 
about how alcohol can affect stu- 
dent's lives. 
Monday is "Kick Off Day" 
see ALCOHOL page 6 
Alcohol Awaneness Week 
Monday, Oct. 20  
•UREC - Interactive Twister Game     UREC       4-5 p.m. 
Tuesday, Oct. 21 " " 
•"Jaws of Life" Commons     12-1 p.m. 
A simulated drunk driving accident 
Wednesday, Oct. 22 -  
Alternatives to Drinking Fair Commons     10-2 p.m. 
•Alcohol and Sex: Not a Good PC Ballroom 7 p.m. 
Mixer 
Thursday, Oct. 23  "  
•Campus Police Demonstration PC Ballroom 12-3 p.m. 
Friday, Oct. 24  
•DJ/Band PC Ballroom  12-3p.m.| 
THOMAS SCXLMgraphics editor 
Office Max muscles into 'Burg market 
Nationwide chain to provide student employment opportunities, alternative to Staples 
by Katie Wilmeth 
contributing writer 
Staples will soon get a new competitor. 
Office Max is slated to open at the Kroger 
Shopping Center within the next week 
and one ha If. The two nationwide chains 
will compete for business from JMU stu- 
dents and the entire Harrisonburg com- 
munity. 
"We've been dealing with Office Max 
coming in for quite a while in different 
markets," Allen Foster, general manager 
for Staples, said. "They'll take a percentage 
{of our business] but hopefully not too 
30,000 items that are not stocked in the 
store. Both stores offer employment oppor- 
tunities to JMU students. Staples currently 
has about 17 student employees and 
Foster describes their work schedules as 
"pretty flexible." Office Max will hire 
between 35 and 40 full-time and part-time 
employees. Weisebarth said Office Max 
will do its best to accommodate schedules. 
"We must make sure we have the 
appropriate coverage during peak shop- 
ping hours." he said. 
"[Office Max is] the largest in breadth of 
geographic coverage," Weisebarth said. 
"We are in more states and locations than 
our competitors." 
Foster said Staples already faces other 
competitors in the area, such as Wal-Mart 
and Kinko's, but "Office Max is our main 
competitor." 
a They'll take a 
percentage [of our 
business] but 
hopefully not too 
much." 
Allen Foster 
Staples general manager 
much." 
To combat the new store, Foster said 
Staples, located next to Valley Mall, will 
run several promotional campaigns. 
Staples coupons are in the JMU cou-pon 
books and mailings have already been sent 
out to customers. Two other campaigns 
will start Nov. 1. "We do a tremendous 
business with schools," Foster said. 
Corporate Manager for Office Max, 
Michael Weisebarth, said Office Max will 
also run special campaigns. The promo- 
tions have not been announced yet, but 
Weisebarth said every new Office Max 
always has a grand opening with special 
pricing. 
The new Office Max will target the 
whole community but 
"with   the   college   in 
mind," he said. 
Not only do Staples 
and Office Max sell office 
supplies, they compete by 
offering special services, 
Weisebarth said.. Office 
Max differentiates itself 
with Copy Max and 
j?.i,"^jture Max services, 
said W>feei?2rth- CoPy 
Max offers desktop pi-'b" 
lishing, laminating busi- 
ness cards, electronically- 
produced presentations 
and glossy advertise- 
ments. Furniture Max is a 
furniture line which out- 
fits offices, home offices, 
dorm rooms and apart- 
ments. 
Foster said Staples has a 
copy center, faxing facili- 
ties and a Special order Cat- MEGAN PILLA/stqffphotographer 
alog where customers can The new Office Max building is located in the Spotswood Shopping Center off East Market Street. Office 
place  orders  for  over Max will hire between 35 and 40 full-time and part-time employees. 
Meeting"  
continued from page 3 
increase its revenue. Only a small portion 
of JMU's revenue is now generated 
through gifts. The majority of money 
comes from general funds, tuition and 
fees. The only way to move JMU into the 
21st century is to increase endowment, 
Carrier said. 
"The goal is a $100 million endow- 
ment," Carrier said. "But to reach that 
goal, JMU needs big donors." 
He suggests looking to alumni because 
"there are a lot of people who feel like [bil- 
lionaire] Ted Turner and want to give their 
wealth away. The playing field is not level 
and unless we enhance our revenue we 
will not have the type of university we 
want." 
Also at the meeting: 
• Board member Alexander Berry pre- 
sented his report from the education and 
student life committee's morning meeting. 
The General Education curriculum and the 
question of making American history a 
GenEd requirement came up, Berry said. 
Students peacefully protested the issue 
for about one-half hour during the after- 
noon Board meeting. They held signs 
favoring the requirement of American his- 
tory in the GenEd curriculum and oppos- 
ing the current GenEd Program. The 
Board has not yet proposed requiring 
American history, but the committee is 
looking into the possibility of offering an 
"American experience course in Cluster 
four," Berry said. Subjects in that course 
would include American history, literature 
and art. 
Board member Mark Obenshain said 
the set of objectives for the proposed histo- 
ry equivalent were determined by Doug 
Brown, acting vice president for academic 
affairs. 
Berry said the goal of the Board is to 
provide the equivalent of three hours or 
more of American history but not in a spe- 
cific class of American history. 
• Barbara Costello, vice president for 
university advancement, announced plans 
for fundraising that include a continued 
effort to allow donors to pledge money by 
credit card and involve freshmen. 
• Board member Zane Showker gave 
the athletics committee report. Showker 
noted JMU has awarded $1,028,690 in 
women's scholarships. "(This figure] puts 
JMU in the top six Division I institutions in 
total equivalences allocated for women's 
sports," Showker said. 
continued from page 5 
and includes events such as "Twister inter- 
active games and mockta.ls at the 
University Recreation Center from 4 to* 
p.m. Students can also pledge a sober 
night, which means pledging an evening 
to remain sober and record both positive 
and negative alcohol experiences on a Wall 
of Remembrance all week in the mail room 
in Warren Campus Center. m 
Tuesday's activities are part ot A 
Smashing Reality." The day begins with 
"Jaws of Life," a simulated drunk driving 
scene on the commons from 12 to 1 p.m. 
From 12 to 2 p.m., students can smash a 
car with mallets to demonstrate that the 
damage they inflict on a vehicle can't com- 
pare to the devastation a vehicle incurs in 
an accident. 
"Until something bad happens to you, 
you think you're invincible and forget 
about the reality of what you're doing to 
your body and what you could do to 
somebody else," said Marjorie Podraza, 
chief executive officer of JMU's Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
"Alcohol Awareness Week brings reali- 
ty to you," she said. 
Wednesday is titled, "Carpe Diem, 
Opportunities Await." There will be an 
Alternatives to Drinking Fair from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. on the commons to show stu- 
dents alternative activities to drinking near 
or in Harrisonburg, including skydiving, 
white water rafting and rollerblading. 
Wellness peer educators and sexual assault 
peers from the University Health Center 
will present a program called, "Alcohol 
and Sex: Not a Good Mixer" at 7 p.m. in 
PC. Ballroom. 
Thursday boasts a block party in PC 
Ballroom from 12 to 3 p.m. that includes a 
police demonstration and a Greeks 
Advocating Mature Management of 
Alcohol presentation. The demonstration 
-features Greeks 21 and over consuming 
alcohol under the watchful eye of sobers 
and then taking sobriety tests to demon- 
strate the effects of alcohol, Podraza said. 
The week culminates Friday with 
"Awareness Celebration Day." There will 
be music on the commons, food and give- 
aways from 12 to 2 p.m. 
Throughout the week, speakers such as 
Hillary Wing-Lott, sexual assault educa- 
tion coordinator, and a speaker from 
Alcoholics Anonymous, will stress the 
importance of careful consumption of alco- 
hol. 
Wanna be the first to know what's happening on campus? Write 
for Breeze news and find out! Call Rob, Courtney or Andi at 










Speedo Men's and 
Women's Swim Suits 
15% off!! 
* Does not include already reduced 
merchandise 
J year old, 1991 
Stevie Ace Flores. 
Killed by a drunk dn\n 
on March 13,1993, on Pacific Coast 
Highway In Wilmington, Call/ 
lfyoudorits'Gr.yourincnd 
f * * 
KSifi <lr,Yingdrunk, who will? 
Do whatever it takes. 
, u S Oepartmani of Transportation 
ill Nave saved these 
kids from 
drowning. 
He's not a lifeguard- 
he's a teacher. Rut to the hids 
■ rie's reached, he's a hero. 
BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO. 
Coil 1-800-45-TEACH. 
Photo: Rohm Sachs 
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* Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
6-7 p.m. Details: Habitat, office, x6258. 
* Volunteer meeting, sponsored by the Women's 
Resource Center, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,7 p.m. Details: 
WRC office, x3407. 
* Science Fiction/Fantasty Guild meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 402,7 p.m. Details: CC, 5744704. 
* Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, 574-3418. 
* Bible study, presented by Catholic Campus Ministry, 
CCM House, 7 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059. 
* National Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon Rho 
meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 10,7:30 p.m. 
* Feminist Conference Planning meeting, sponsored by 
the Women's Resource Center, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,8 p.m. 
Details: Ann, x0844. 
* Bluestone meeting, Anthohy-Seeger Hall, rm. 217, 
8:30 p.m. Details: Rachel, x6541. 
TUESDAY 21 
• Red Apple Seminar, "Getting Admitted to Teacher 
Education," Roop Hall, rm. 202,4 p.m. 
» EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5 p.m. 
• Informal discussion on eating disorders, sponsored by 
the Counseling and Student Development Center, Taylor 
Hall, rm. 311,5-6 p.m. Details: Rose, x6552. 
• ROAR meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,6 p.m. Details: 
WRC,x3407. 
it AED Premedical Society meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 31, 
7 p.m. 
• Pre-law Society meeting, Moody Hall, rm. 101,7 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,7:30 p.m. 
Details: Harmony office, x6000. 
it College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
7:30 p.m. Details: Dave, 432-1434. 
it Bible study, presented by Canterbury Episcopal 
Campus Ministry, Canterbury House, 7-8 p.m. Details: 
Martha, x5462. 
WEDNESDAY    22 
• Dr. Teresa Harris presents "Mother/Daughter 
Relationships," Taylor Hall, rm. 200,12-1 p.m. 
it Phi Chi Theta Executive Council meeting, Zane 
Showker Hall, rm. 109,5:30 p.m. 
it Peer Advisors present "How to Get Involved with the 
Psych Department," Taylor Hall, rm 400,7-9 p.m. 
it Phi Chi Theta Pledge Class meeting, Zane Showker 
Hall, rm. 106,8 p.m. 
• Evening prayer, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 
9:30 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059. 
THURSDAY      23 
• Career Services present jobs for philosophy and reli- 
gion majors, Warren Hall, Valley Room, 4:30-5:30 p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,5-6:30 p.m. 
Details: Liz, x7877. 
<fr Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student 
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 
434-6822.    ; 
• Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ, 
Highlands Room, Warren Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
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CASUALTIES RISING 
Roads are more crowded and 
accidents,injuries and 
fatalities are increasing 





1990 6".4 3.2 44,599 
1991 6.1 3.1 •41,508 
1992 6.0 3.1 39,250 
1993 6.1 3.2 40,150 
1994 6.5 3.3 40,716 
1995 6.6 3.5 41,817 
1996 6.8 3.5 41,907 
Source. USA Today 
THOMAS SCALA/graphics editor 
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"Virgin in a Condom" statue stolen 
from contemporary art museum 
SYDNEY, Australia — A statue of the Virgin Mary 
inside a condom was stolen from Sydney's Museum of 
Contemporary Art less than a week after a vandal 
attacked the "Piss Christ" photograph in Melbourne. 
The 4.2-inch tall statue, "Virgin In A Condom," 
sculpted by British artist Tania Kovats, disappeared 
Friday during the museum's busy lunch period. 
Shaped out of resin and inserted in a real condom, the 
artwork had been part of an exhibition addressing links 
between Britain and Australia, a museum spokesman 
said Saturday. 
Museum spokeswoman Cas Bennetto said the statue 
had been attracting many complaints since controversy 
blew up over Andres Serrano's "Piss Christ" photo, 
which was withdrawn from display Sunday at the 
National Gallery of Victoria after a vandal damaged it 
with a hammer. 
"I've received a number of complaints about this work, 
so it's fair to say that some patrons have found it 
offensive," she said. 
"But interestingly those complaints have only 
happened since the incident in Melbourne and this show 
has been going since the 22nd of August." 
Security at the Museum of Contemporary Art had 
been tightened since the Melbourne attack, and Bennetto 
said it would be examined again in light of Friday's theft. 
Museum director Bemice Murphy said it had not yet 
been determined whether the disappearance of "Virgin In 
A Condom" had been linked to the "Piss Christ" incident 
or whether it had been a single mischievous act. She said 
the museum was not dissuaded by the theft and would 
continue to display contemporary and contentious works. 
—AP/newsf inder news service 
Halloween prompts humane societies 
to keep black cats over the holiday 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Crossing a black cat is supposed 
to be bad luck. But picking up a black cat from an animal 
shelter can be really bad luck — for the cat. 
Humane societies across the state say they're holding 
onto black cats for the next three weeks because the 
animals often are abused or sacrificed during the 
Halloween season. 
People can still adopt black cats, but they can't take 
them home until the first week in November, said 
Edward Leake, operations manager for the Capital Area 
Humane Society in Columbus. None of the animals will 
be euthanized this month. 
"This is just a protective thing for the animals," he said. 
"People get caught up in the holiday and get into 
mischief. In today's world you can deal with most people 
on a face value basis, but you need a bit of leeriness at this 
time of year." 
Sandy Shafer, a Richland County humane agent, said 
she won't let black or black and orange cats leave the 
shelter. She said she was spooked last-year by some 
people who demanded a black cat the day before 
Halloween. 
"During the year, people don't tend to come in and 
only ask for a black cat," she said. "But these people came 
in and demanded a black cat, and when I told them no, 
they tried to raise a fuss. I knew something was wrong." 
Mischievous children usually are to blame for cats and 
other animals being abused at Halloween and other times 
of the year, said Nanette Rorick, director of the Athens 
County Humane Society Cat Shelter. She said about two 
years ago someone killed a cat and hung it up on a 
flagpole at Halloween. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
Preview Coming soon to The Breeze. . . 
Style: Review of "Blood Brothers," showing in Theatre II through Oct. 25 
Sports: Feature on the JMU men's volleyball team 




Apartment security at risk 
Section seven of Ashby Crossing's lease notice, the landlord has the right to enter apart- 
exempts management from liability for pri- ments, and a master key would be helpful in 
vate property stolen on the premises. Not sur- doing this. Furthermore, lease clauses that allow 
pnsingly, the lease mentions nothing about resi- landlords into apartments and make landlords 
dents righto when a master key non-liable for stolen items are 
is used to burglarize four apart- «<u matterhfiW detailed P^sent in most leases in the 
ments in one weekend, an event iy,U matter IWW detailed ^ including some University 
that.occurred.over Fall Break. a \ease js  there (§ Place and Madison Square 
The apartments were mvad- .   , Apartments leases. 
ed with no signs of forced entry Certdinly dtl dmOUnt Of But it is also understandable 
and a master key was used in x , . i^x • . • fu that tenants question their secu- 
all instances, police said. A lap-     *™>* ™™ eXIStS Ifl tM     rity ^^ %Q     ariment com. 
top computer and CD players tenant-landlord             plex managers keep master 
were among items stolen and 1    .       . .            ,                   keys
7 Who has access to these 
racial slurs were smeared across relationship, dtld atlVOne keys? Managers? Receptionists? 
a black resident's room in one TJMQ'S hpm n tenant Utill   Maintenance personnel? Any of 
apartment.       Management W™ b Vem U tenant Will   these individuals may make 
replaced some locks and plans agree that the Ofie who     copies of master keys, but it is 
.^gST&SSS sacrifices the most in Ms STa^/n^T^ 
WT»,?™^   trust relationship is the   Z^^^tT^l 
Breeze, assistant manager tenant. " master key or a copy'of it to 
Jeanme Good preferred not to commit the burglaries, 
comment on the burglaries. That's a shame, No matter how detailed a lease is, there is certain- 
because maybe she could have told us how replac- ly an amount of trust that exists in the tenant-land- 
ing locks and addmg deadbolts will help prevent lord relationship, and anyone who's been a tenant 
burglaries committed with a master key. If the will agree that the one who sacrifices the most in 
burglar obtained the key once, he/she can do it this trust relationship is the tenant. We hope all 
again And maybe Good could have told us how landlords took note of these burglaries and took 
installing chain locks prevents burglaries like measures to tighten up security instead of their lips 
these, which occurred when residents were not at    J r .' 
home. Chain locks must be locked from the inside. The house editorial reflects the opinion oftlie editorial 
It is understandable that Ashby Crossing man-     board which consists of the editor, managing editor and 
agement has a master key. Its lease states that with     the opinion editor. 
Editorial Policy Kristen Heiss . . . editor       Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor 
Kelley M. Blassingame . . . opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should lx- no more than 500 words, columns should he no mctt 
than 800 words, and both will lx- published on a space available basis They must he 
delivered to The BNY.V by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
Trw Brtv. the right to edit lor (larity and ipai 
The opinions in this section do noi necessarily reflect ihe opinion of the newspaper, 
Dart... 
A "green-light-means-go" dart to the biker who 
bolted in front of my car when I had the right of way 
and then stared at me like it was my fault he almost 
got hit. 
Sent in by a student who thinks you should feel 
lucky she has fast reflexes and was able to slam on 
her brakes before you got hurt. 
Pat... 
A "what-a-great-haircut" pat to University 
Hairstylist for doing such an outstanding job on such 
short notice. 
Sent in by a student who's glad quality service is 
so affordable. 
Dart... 
A "the-laws-apply-to-you-too" dart to campus 
police officers for not obeying the laws they are 
supposed to enforce. 
Sent in by a law-abiding student who watched an 
officer drive through a stop sign for no reason. 
Pat... 
A "furry-pawed" pat to anyone who will reunite 
me with my lost black and white cat. 
Sent in by a student who misses the meowing at 6 
a.m. 
Dart... 
An "isn't-my-tuition-enough?" dart to JMU for not 
allowing students to park anywhere near the stadium 
fpr the football game Saturday. 
Sent in by a student who's bitter all the money she 
spends on tuition and fees still isn 't enough to get her 
a decent parking place during Homecoming. 
Pat... 
\ "beautiful-job" pat to Grounds Services for the 
spectacular JMU written in flowers in the village. 
S?W in by a student u lm thinks more displavs like 
• would do the world some Mod. 
' 
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Making resolutions for a twentieth birthday 
My birthday was yesterday. I 
turned 20 with much celebration 
because it was Homecoming and 
everything. I don't feel much different 
except for the overwhelming sorrow that 
I'm still one year too young by college stu- 
dent standards. 
My mother assures me that when I'm 
" her age (I'd never see another birthday if I 
ever revealed 
how old she was 
in print), I'll look 
back on 20 and 
wish I could 
have that age 
back. Well, life is 
a one-shot deal; 
I don't want to 
ruin it by having 
regrets. So I promised myself I would do 
everything I could to make 20 as awesome 
as it could be. I just had no clue how to do 
it. 
I decided to make a list. I titled it, 
"Things I Want to Do Before I Turn 21." In 
case you're wondering: number one was 
not "get a fake ID." At first, it didn't seem 
like the most significant list in the world. I 
didn't say I would devote the next year to 
eliminating poverty in America or any- 
thing. 
It was just an ordinary list; I'm a pretty 
ordinary girl though, so it's to be expected. 
But after a while, it started to seem pretty 
significant to me. Even if you don't think 
it's significant, it doesn't matter. Besides, 
I've only got a year. 
Number one: work with children. 
Children are so precious. They remind me 
of the things that are really important, like 
love and friendship. They are our biggest 
asset for the future; if I could affect just one 
small life, it would make mine more 
^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^ worthwhile. 
Number two: 
get in shape. 




this, I'll have to 
make   a   few 
Faux Pas 
— Kelley M. Blassingame 
cameo appear- 
ances at UREC a week — if I can remem- 
ber where it is. Seriously though, I am 
determined to get back into shape over the 
next year. 
I deliberately made this promise to 
myself now rather than at New Year's 
because I have a good three months before 
I have to make it again. Until then, I will 
make an honest effort to exercise consis- 
tently. 
Number three: go to church more. I've 
been raised to have a strong faith in God. 
When I was little, my mom used to tell me 
there was someone much, much greater 
than I am who lived in heaven and 
watched over me all the time. 
As I got older, I knew He was still 
there, but I haven't kept in touch with Him 
the way I should. I decided to go to church 
at least twice a month, if not more. I need 
that to remind myself that even on my 
loneliest day, I'm not alone. 
Numbers four and five go hand in 
hand. I want to be a better big sister and a 
better daughter, too. I've had some tough 
times lately. I didn't want to confide in my 
mother and sister because I didn't want to 
burden them with my problems. 
But when I did, I realized I hadn't given 
my family enough credit. Not only did 
they understand, but they supported me in 
the decisions I made to try and resolve 
things. 
I learned just because I'm the big sister 
doesn't mean I can't lean on my little sister 
every now and then. And I learned my 
mom was right — you can't live as long as 
she has and not learn a thing or two. I 
made it a priority to be there for them just 
like they've always been there for me — 
even when I didn't know it. 
Number six was another hard one: for- 
give my enemies, one in particular. My 
father has been the object of my hatred for 
quite a few years now. To make an excru- 
ciatingly long story short, I haven't seen 
him since I was 12 years old, and he's over 
$10,000 in arrears in child support. 
As I've grown up, I've blamed him for 
just about everything, whether it be my 
mother's mountain of debt or me hitting 
my funny bone. All the bitterness over his 
absenteeism has gotten me nowhere. I'm a 
big girl now (two whole decades), and I 
understand people aren't always what you 
want them to be. 
I learned no matter how hard you try 
you can't change peopte. And if they treat 
you badly. . . well, that's the breaks. All 
you can do is change you — so that's what 
I'm doing. I decided to forgive my dad this 
year, deadbeat though he may be, and get 
on with my life. I don't want to let anger 
destroy me. 
Which brings me to number seven on 
my birthday wish list: make myself happy 
first. At first glance, this may seem like a 
pretty selfish thing to say. But I think it's 
something important and I haven't spent 
nearly enough time doing it. 
I consider myself to be a good friend 
and family member. As a result, I've 
devoted a great part of my life thus far to 
making the people I care about most 
happy no matter what it costs me. 
This year is my year. I'm not going to 
be happy and hurt others intentionally, but 
this is my life — all 20 years of it, and all 
the ones to follow. It's a one-shot deal, and 
I refuse to let it pass me by. 
Kelley M. Blassingame is a junior SMAD 
major and the opinion editor. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Acting president encourages student 
participation in Alcohol Awareness Week 
To the Editor: 
Alcohol Awareness Week will take place this year Oct. 
20-24. Although this event is held annually, I ask you to 
look at it differently this year. I ask you to go into the week 
seeking understanding, be introspective and make deci- 
sions involving alcohol that will promote your well-being. 
For years, alcohol has been the drug of choice on col- 
lege campuses. Our campus is no exception. We see the 
disturbing headlines of students dying because of deci- 
sions they made regarding alcohol. We do not want you 
or any of your colleagues to become one of those statistics. 
In addition to the stories, there are many more secret 
tragedies surrounding alcohol including car accidents, 
unplanned sex, vandalism and trouble with the law. 
Alcohol abuse is a personal and community issue. We 
want you to succeed and to reach your full potential. 
Underage and abusive drinking will impede your 
progress. As members of the JMU and Harrisonburg com- 
munities, your actions affect the community at large. We 
want to create an environment that respects both the indi- 
vidual and the greater community. 
My plea to you is to get involved with Alcohol 
Awareness Week — but not just as a spectator. Learn and 
take steps to make positive decisions regarding your rela- 
tionship with alcohol. The choice is yours alone. 
Linwood H. Rose 
acting president 
Student feels violated, owed formal 
apology from campus police, Breeze 
To the Editor: 
Have you ever bounced a check? I have, and I'm sure 
I'm not alone. Usually, it's nothing to get too upset over. 
For me it has been something to get very upset over. 
Last semester I wrote a check at a store in Valley Mall. I 
didn't know it had bounced until two weeks ago. My pro- 
fessor approached me in class and said a campus police 
officer contacted him, and he needed me to call the police 
station. I called, and was asked to come to the station. 
When I arrived, an officer told me he'd received a 
report from the store where I'd written a bad check, and I 
would need to go to court. He issued me a court sum- 
mons, but at no point did he mention the words "war- 
rant," "arrest" or "charge."*You can imagine my shock 
when I saw my name in Thursday's Police Log in The 
Breeze saying I'd been issued a city warrant and "arrested 
and charged with writing bad checks on Oct. 9." 
I thought I had been served a subpoena, not a warrant 
for my arrest! Police Log made it seem like I was hand- 
cuffed and spent the night in jail! Secondly, I didn't write 
"bad checks." I wrote one check that bounced. 
I went to the police station, where an officer told me 
court business is public record and that was where The 
Breeze got information for Police Log. He told me the use 
of "bad checks" instead of "bad check" was a typing 
error, and I should talk to The Breeze editor. 
I went to The Breeze and spoke to its general manager. 
She showed me the public record from Oct. 9. It read 
"check" singular and mentioned nothing of an arrest. She 
also pointed out the words "warrant" and "arrest" are just 
terminology, which came as no comfort to me. 
The error may seem like a small one, but my name has 
been dragged through the mud. I felt owed an apology 
from campus police and The Breeze. 
However, the editor told me The Breeze policy permits 
only a printed correction. I decided against having my 
name trashed a second time with the correction. I suppose 
it was too much to hope the JMU newspaper would want 
to rectify this situation by apologizing for its mistake. 
Pamela M. Albanese 
junior 
music education 
Editor's Note: Campus police log records indicate a bad check 
warrant and a criminal arrest for this incident. 
OFF: 
JWext semester, JMU wiU implement a policy prohibiting 
1\egs at fraternity parties. Is this a positive step in 
controlling student drinking, or will the decision only 
create more problems? 
Responses for and against should be typewritten and no longer 
than 300 words. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity 
and space. One entry from each viewpoint will be selected for 
Thursday's issue. All responses should be received by 6 p.m. 
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Friday, Oct. 24 
8:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct 25 
9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 26 
I0:00a./n.-4:00p.m. 
Your headquarters forJMU collegiate 
clothing and gifts!      , 
FREE gift to first 500 customers with purchase 
I.*      dwelt! 
^aiilKlH 
.-   • . 
The FDA: Are You Getting Your 
Money's Worth? 
By 
Robert W. Pollock 
Former FDA Director and Commissioner of the 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Friday, October 24,1997 at 4 PM 
CISAT Building - Room 159 
Presented by the Virginia Biotechnology 
Association, JMU Chapter 
I 
Questions? Call Robert McKown at ext. 2776 
IHT  ' 
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Ain't no half steppin' 
Homecoming step show and rapper 
KRS-ONE keep Convo audience 
going until wee hours of morning 
by Julian Walker 
asst. features editor 
The Step Show Concert, 
sponsored by the 
Center for Multi- 
Cultural Student 
Services and the 
University Program Board and 
featuring KRS-ONE Saturday 
evening, was an entertaining dis- 
play incorporating many visually 
and auditory stimulating ele- 
ments. 
REVIEW 
As the name of the production 
indicates, the step show competi- 
tion was one major focal point of 
the show. A yearly Homecoming 
staple, the step show provided a 
fair share of excitement and drew 
raucous applause from the 
Convocation Center audience 
during certain sultry portions of 
each organization's performance. 
The women's competition 
took place first and featured per- 
formances by Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority Inc. and Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. The 
AKA's performed in buttoned 
down black pant suits and black 
fedora hats, stepping to Michael 
Jackson's "Smooth Criminal." 
The Delta's show featured an 
"intergalactic alien theme," 
according to Delta Sigma Theta 
Sorority Inc. member Vanessa 
Cantave. The Delta's sported sil- 
ver suits and red wigs while step- 
ping to a display of red lighting. 
The men's competition fol- 
lowed  the women's perfor- 
mances. Vying for the step show 
title was Phi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity Inc. chapter from the 
University of Pittsburgh, Kappa 
Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. and 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. 
The Epsilon Kappa chapter of 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. 
performed first to the music of 
Busta Rhymes while dressed in 
fatigues and bathed in blue light. 
The men of Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity Inc. immediately fol- 
lowed. Stepping in the ambience 
of a stage flooded in red lighting, 
uniformly dressed in khakis and 
red sweater vests and twirling 
their canes in unison, they 
attempted to draw approval 
from the crowd, which they did. 
Following the Kappas were 
the Alphas. 
The Alphas entered the stage 
to a burst of yellow light and 
dressed in black. Stepping, at 
one point, to Will Smith's "Men 
In Black" they incorporated 
some of. the dances from the 
music video into their step rou- 
tine. They also thrilled the crowd 
with their performance of the 
human pyramid. 
In the women's competition 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. 
took home the first place trophy 
and were further recognized for 
having the best costumes. 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
Inc. took home first place in the 
men's category and were further 
distinguished for having the 
best effects. Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity Inc. took home second 
place. 
During performance breaks, 
famed New York DJ Craig G 
ASHLEY MCGINMSS 
Members of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. step right in to first 
place for the step show Saturday night in the Convocation Center. 
kept the party atmosphere intact     Convo crowd and the feeling 
via the turntables. 
After the Craig G's perfor- 
mance, the concert portion of the 
evening.began. 
Savvy recording artist 4.0 
were the first to enter the stage. 
Performing hits from their recent- 
ly released, self-titled debut 
album, this R&B quartet played 
to the crowd. By invoking back 
and forth responses from the 
audience and switching songs to 
fit the crowd's mood, the group 
won the audience over. Group 
members Cat Daddy, JJ the Doc, 
Hollywood and T-Bone spoke 
briefly after their performance 
about the vibe they felt from the 
they put into their music. 
"We had a good feeling out 
there tonight," Cat Daddy said. 
JJ the Doc said, "We try to dis- 
play energy and emotion and a 
love for what we do, we want the 
people to get into it [our music]." 
At this point the show shifted 
into its hip-hop mode and never 
looked back. 
Foundation of Flavor 
Entertainment brought two 
emcees from its forthcoming hip- 
hop compilation LP to perform, 
2nd Son from Queens, N.Y., and 
Realism from Virginia. 
The emcees performed for 
about 10 minutes and garnered 
applause from the audience at 
the conclusion of their perfor- 
mance. 
Arthur "Rhad" Miles, chief 
executive officer of Foundation of 
Flavor Entertainment comment- 
ed on the somewhat tepid crowd 
response. 
"The reception was to be 
expected," he said. "When peo- 
ple are unaware of songs they are 
more likely to be resistant." 
Another emcee duo warmed 
the stage up for KRS-ONE pro- 
ceeding his performance. 
The Nobodies entered the 
stage with fresh, new material 
that appeared to surprise mem- 
bers of the audience with its orig- 
inality and hard beats. The lyrical 
agility of Equinox and 
Apocalypse showed polished 
skills and refined lyrics. After the 
show I spoke with the Nobodies 
and they expressed positive, con- 
scientious feelings and senti- 
ments that are refreshing to hear 
from young emcees and artists in 
the marketplace today. 
When all the formalities had 
been tended to, the time was 
right for the blast master to make 
himself known. Entering the 
stage with a four-man dancing 
crew and armed with a mic, KRS- 
ONE came prepared. His perfor- 
mance spanned songs from all 
eras of his expansive career. 
From new favorites such as "A 
Friend" and "Rapture's Delight" 
to well known classics like "Black 
Cop" and "Sound of da Police." 
The crowd began jumping 
from the beginning of his perfor- 
mance and didn't stop until the 
end. He kept the crowd involved 
with chants of "the real hip-hop" 
being yelled back and forth and 
with numerous miniature 
freestyle sessions mixed in 
between. 
see STEP page 15 
'Less Ordinary' film premieres at Grafton-Stovall Wednesday 
by Chris Klimek 
senior writer 
For most students, the bargain ticket 
price and inviting atmosphere of 
Grafton-Stovall Theater make up for 
the fact that even the newest releases 
shown there are usually at least three 
months old. But on Wednesday night, the 
University Program Board Film 
Committee and Twentieth Century Fox 
will make film buffs an offer they can't 
refuse: a free screening of "A Life Less 
Ordinary" — the new comedy from the 
makers of last year's popular heroin saga 
"Trainspotting" — two days before the 
movie's national release. 
Officially opening Oct. 24, "A Life Less 
Ordinary" has been advertised as a 
"Bonnie and Clyde"-style caper film with 
a darkly comic twist The picture reunites 
the "Trainspotting" team of director 
Danny Boyle and star Ewan MacGregor 
(who will play the young Ben Kenobi in 
the "Star Wars" prequel due in May 1999). 
Also in the movie are Cameroij Diaz, last 
seen in this summer's "My Best Friend's 
Wedding," as the rich heiress belie.ved 
kidnapped by MacGregor's character, and 
Holly Hunter and Delroy Lindo as angels 
sent from heaven to protect the unlikely 
couple — or something like that 
• For its first-ever sneak preview, JMU 
can thank UPB Film Assistant James 
Bilgihan, who has worked this semester to 
polish the Grafton-Stovall experience by 
adding such first-run-theater amenities as 
trailers for upcoming films. Bilgihan said 
the advance screening isa boon for both 
the students and the studio. 
"They let us do 'A Life Less Ordinary' 
because they're going for a college market 
on the film;" he explained. "And another 
thing is that I'm helping them out, publici- 
ty-wise." 
UPB Eilm Chair Amy Edwards says 
the film committee pians to promote the 
screening heavily with fliers and 
announcements on WXJM. But she cau- 
tions those who plan to see the movie to 
arrive well before the 9:30 p.m. start time. 
Tickets will be given away on a first-come- 
first-served basis, and Fox has granted its 
consent for only one screening of the pic- 
ture. The film committee will give away 
one-sheet posters for the film as door 
prizes at the screening, Edwards said. 
Senior Film Assistant Ted Boyke said 
the film committee is expecting a packed 
house. "'Trainspotting' had the largest 
attendance ever for a foreign film at 
Grafton-Stovall," he said. "Students are 
looking forward to this movie." 
The film committee has shown coming 
attractions reels for "A Life Less 
Ordinary" and another fall Fox release, 
"Alien: Resurrection," before most movies 
this semester. (Ironically, director Boyle 
was offered the latter, the fourth install- 
ment in the "Alien" series, but passed on it 
to helm "A Life Less Ordinary.") 
The tactic seems to have succeeded in 
stirring up anticipation for the sneak pre- 
view. Several students waiting in line to 
buy tickets for last Thursday's showing of 
"Grosse Point Blank" said they planned to 
attend. 
"It's a great idea," sophomore Jenny 
Robey said. 
Senior Kelly Connor was more enthusi- 
astic. "A free Ewan MacGregor movie? 1 
think I'm definitely excited," she said. "I 
love me some Ewan MacGregor." 
Bilgihan, too, is eager to see the movie 
and wants to bring more preview screen- 
ing to Grafton-Stovall in the future. But 
don't ask him for details. 
"Toward the end of last week, every- 
body was coming up to me: 'So are we 
doing it? Are we doing it?'," he said. "I 
want to kind of keep it under wraps until 
the last moment." 
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and NAIL SALON 
498G University Blvd. 
(Across from Costco) 
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I TANNING SPECIAL 
i One Session 
i Six Sessions 
112 Sessions 
20 Sessions i 
i 30 Sessions 
i 1 month unlimited 
l MUST HAVE COUPON 










Whereas, Oct. 19-25 has been 
designated as National Collegiate 
Alcohol Awareness Week; and 
Whereas, fouity-four percent of U.S. 
college students engage in binge 
drinking; and 
Whereas, fourty-six percent of JMU 
students engage in binge drinking; and 
Whereas, fifty-six percent of JMU 
students believe the social atmosphere 
on campus promotes alcohol use; and 
BE IT RESOLVED, that the members 
of the JMU FacuJty Senate encourage 
all students to take advantage of the 
many campi^s programs and activities 
supporting National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week. 
WHO SAYS THE SUMMER'S OVER? 
The Best Specials in 
To^vn are »t tlie Beach 
Tuesday-Ladies Night 
New Special Begins at 10pm 
Wednesday-College Night 
QlOI-live Broadcast at 10pm 
Prizes and Big Time Special! 
Thursday-Beach Night 
Specials Begin at 10pm 
With Live D J. 
^V. flonby Moxt to Dukos  I'IHYII 
S3 Vormw of ■-■»- Required? 
NEVER A COVER CHARGE 
Student government Associa 
Cocated in Taylor 234, x63?6 




Istudents who are 
interested in 
sitting on the 
•olice Relations 
Panel. Pick one 




Class  Council 
meetings 
Freshmen-Thurs. 7 p.m. 
Taylox 3,11 
Sophomore-Mon. 4 p.m 
TayloR 309 
Junior-Mon. 6:30 p.m. 
Ashby Crossings Club House 
Senior-Wed. 6:30 p.m. 
TayloR 234 
•Class of 2001 Hump-Night 
•will be held at Taylor 
•Down Under on Wed, 
[Oct. 22nd from 7-IOpm. 
iFree food, pool, ping 
►pong, door prizes, and 
•bands! Questions or 
•interested in being a 
•musical act? Call 
vndy at x7632 
10 a.m.-3 p.m. For More info, call Anne Marie at x5162. 
Hi 
Ye bawdy good times 




a jovial escape 
from life in the 
20th century 
Commentary by Mike Scutari 
contributing writer 
While sifting through The 
Washington Post a few 
weeks ago, a small, 
barely noticeable ad caught my 
eye about the Maryland 
Renaissance Festival in 
Crownsville, Md. I had never 
experienced such an event, and 
after weighing my other week- 
end options (a tractor pull in 
Waynesboro or an Apple 
Picking/Banjo Bonanza in West 
Virginia) the choice was clear: It 
was time to get merry. 
The Maryland Renaissance 
Festival is a re-creation of a 16th 
century village titled Revel 
Grove. Set on a beautiful 23-acre 
wooded site, the village consists 
of craft and food booths, four 
pubs, eight stages, a jousting 
arena and games. 
The Festival began in 1977 
and has grown to become the sec- 
ond largest Renaissance Festival 
in the country, 
We didn't know any of this 
before we left. If we had, maybe 
we would've felt compelled to, 
say, look at a map. Instead, we 
got lost, proclaiming, "They 
never asked for directions during 
the Renaissance! Ha!" 
The four and a half hour drive 
exhausted us. However, the sight 
of men in tights soon lifted our 
spirits. This proverbial 
Disneyland in the woods was 
magnificent but at the same time 
overwhelming. Grown men, 
leather-clad and fully armed, 
mingled with thick-accented 
tourists from Tennessee. Women 
With accentuated bosoms petted 
awe-inspired children in strollers. 
T'was beautiful. 
But first things first — we had 
to eat. I indulged in "steak on a 
stake:" a flaming, dripping slab 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BECKY III HI K 
(Above) A group of ministrels offer lush melodies to festival goers at the Maryland Renaissance Festival last weekends. 
(Below) The "Queen of France" takes time-out to pose with a few commoners from JMU. 
of flesh on a wooden kabob, 
which, I was told, could be used 
as a weapon. Referring to the 
program, we realized there were 
eight separate stages with shows 
and routines going on all day, so 
we got to work, 
The first program we saw, 
titled Captain Ali: Fables, 
Fantasies and Follies, featured 
Captain Ali, an improvisational 
comedian, who described the 
voyages of Sinbad (not the 
washed-up actor) while painful- 
ly changing the story as audience 
members randomly yelled "Plot 
Change." But we were bored, so 
we left and got a pickle. 
Which brings me to the sex. 
Granted, I realize * that 
Renaissance folk were somewhat 
lascivious, but I was still rather 
surprised by the openness of 
many of the shows, especially 
with kids in the audience. 
For example, all we wanted 
was a pickle, but the damn pick- 
le guy had to insinuate . . . well, 
you can imagine. 
The second show was "The 
Bloody Drama (Comedy Show)." 
Performed at the Globe Theater, 
the show consisted of two 
Shakespearean actors, one was 
dressed in drag. Throughout 
their comedy skits, they 
employed some of Shakespeare's 
more poetic lines, such as "I shall 
woo thee" and "This wench is 
saucy." They also pulled audi- 
ence members out of the crowd 
and made them act like pigs. 
Next came Daniel, Duke of 
Danger, performing on The 
Royal Stage. This acrobatic dare- 
devil provided the most ominous 
quote of the day. While standing 
on his hands with a mug of ale 
balanced on his head, he 
remarked, "See kids? This is 
what we do with a liberal arts 
education." We English majors in 
the crowd were not amused. 
After Daniel came the swash- 
buckling duo Hack and Slash. I 
became disappointed upon find- 
ing out that ."Slash" was not in 
fact the ex-guitarist for Guns n' 
Roses, but instead some two-bi^ 
actor. Yet this duo, as with most 
of the actors, were legitimately 
hilarious. Their interaction with 
the crowd, their sense of spon- 
taneity and their exaggerated 
deliveries kept the audience 
laughing for the whole hour. A 
key to their performance was 
beer. Now at first I was wonder- 
ing if beer and sword fighting 
would go well together. My 
doubts were put to rest when 
Hack called the combination 
"just another way to describe an 
Irish wedding." 
And since it was October, the 
Fair celebrated Octoberfest, 
which I soon realized was just 
another excuse to get drunk and 
hassle the jousters. 
At this point, I feel it is impor- 
tant to mention the irresistible 
power of the Renaissance Fair 
itself. Though I was under- 
dressed and didn't have fake 
horns sticking out of my head, I 
was inevitably transformed by 
my surroundings. I walked and 
talked like a Renaissance man. 
"Pray tell, dear sir, how much for 
a 'God Save the Keg,' T-shirt?" I 
asked 16-year-old vendor, to 
which he replied, "Urn.«.. uh ... 
$15 ... pounds, I mean, dollars .. 
. $15. Yeah." 
Also, towards the end of the 
day, my friend and I came across 
the Queen of France. (We knew, 
of course, it was just a lady 
dressed up pretending to be the 
Queen of France.) I said some- 
thing to the effect of: "Your high- 
ness, we lowly Americans know 
not the beauty of royalty. May. 
we pose for a photo with thee?" 
The Queen was quite pleased 
and obliged, remarking she was a 
Queen of the People; she enjoyed 
mingling with the filthy peasants. 
She then asked my profession, 
to which I replied "a traveler." 
Seeing I was quite nervous she 
persisted, and I eventually con- 
ceded: I robbed carriages. She 
erupted in disgust, swearing to 
arrest me, so I ran away. 
The final and most compelling 
show was hypnotist Rick 
Stratton. It was, in all honesty, 
one of the most fascinating yet 
disturbing experiences of my life. 
Rick exerted an immense degree 
of power over his 12 or so sub- 
jects, whether making them strip 
at will or admitting that sexy 
(imaginary) Martian Men have 
"tight buns." He even convinced 
the men on stage that they were 
women — even the guy to the far 
right who looked like Elton John. 
"T'is witchcraft!" I screamed 
from the back row "I detect the 
handiwork of the Devil Himself!" 
to which everyone in front of me 
turned around and told me to 
"Shut the hell up." 
Rick could have said, "When I 
snap my fingers you will turn to 
the person next to you and choke 
them until they die," but instead 
he said, "Pretend the person next 
to you is a teddy bear and hug 
them." But had he made that 
fatal request, they would've done 
it! That's what was so scary. Just 
imagine, I thought, if someone 
could harness these powers not 
for good, but for evil... someone 
like... Casey Kasem. . 
Anyway I wasn't going to let 
that dark display of Lucifer's 
powers ruin my day. The 
Renaissance Fair was a wonder- 
ful, magical experience, even if 
the one dollar "Peasant's Bread" 
reminded me of eating a cheese- 
covered sponge. The perfor- 
mances were creative, hilarious, 
and downright naughty. 
For the record, the five week 
Maryland Renaissance Festival 
finished its 1997 season yester- 
day, October 19th. However, 
they'll be back next year. If you 
don't mind a long drive or the 
sight of dancing midgets, I sug- 
gest you go. But please, if you 
wear jewelry, be prepared to 
have your "brass rubbed." I 
found out the hard way. 
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'Peacemaker' needs pacemaker 
by Brent Bowles 
staff Writer 
// T! 
|he Peacemaker" the first 
film from DreamWorks 
SKG, the new Steven 
Spielberg / Jeffrey 
Katzenberg / David Geffen studio, isn't 
bad. Fitting cleanly into the globe-trotting 
technothriller mold, the film moves nimbly 
from Russia to the Middle East following 
the story of a search for stolen nuclear 
weapons, but ultimately suffers from an 




That peacemaker is Army Col. Tom 
DeVoe, a somewhat radical soldier played 
by George Clooney. Teamed up with the 
head of the White House's Nuclear 
Terrorist Group, played by Nicole Kidman 
(who does nothing in this film but spout 
technobabble in designer clothing), DeVoe 
jumps through windows, crashes cars and 
leaps from helicopters in/an attempt to 
stop a muddled Bosnian villain from set- 
ting off a nuke in the Big Apple. What ulti- 
mately defeats Clooney's heroics is the 
complete distastefulness of his character; 
he is obnoxious, rude and a general delin- 
quent, but dagummit he's gonna save the 
world, kids! 
There is however one small problem, 
which the occasionally impressive work of 
first-time feature film director Mimi Leder 
fails to remedy: "The Peacemaker" takes 
itself entirely too seriously. 
Leder gives us a film that is energetic to 
a fault. Though not quite the brain-numb- 
ing visual onslaught of action films like 
"The Rock" and "Con Air," Leder keeps 
"The Peacemaker" rattling from scene to 
scene. Her camera just doesn't want to 
stand still, and although she manages a 
few visually unique shots (check out the 
train assault opening the film), many of 
them are too swiftly edited and become 
unintelligible. Why, for instance, would 
someone want to shoot Kidman swim- 
ming upside-down with at a least half a 
dozen separate cuts in under ten seconds? 
What Leder and "The Peacemaker" do 
deliver are a trio of outstanding action 
sequences. With excellent staging Leder 
throws us full-tilt into a demolition derby 
in the streets of Amsterdam, a stunning 
helicopter battle through the Balkans, and 
a final, nail-biting, thirty-minute chase 
through New York City for the bad guy 
and his trusty nuclear weapon. These 
sequences are an electric charge to the 
deadness of the dramatic scenes (replete 
with the ominous overtones of entirely too 
self-important dialogue). 
But there are ultimately too many clich- 
es at work to make "The Peacemaker" a 
complete hit. A dizzying bevy of camera 
angles runs from start to finish, and Hans 
Zimmer's deafening, percussion-heavy 
music score is so overly-dramatic it 
becomes funny (and what's with the 
Russian choir for a Bosnian villain?). 
Though the action scenes deliver the 
goods, DreamWorks's first offering is just 
too much style to take seriously. 
t  Wi STYLE   EEKLY 
ART 
►The Larry Keel Experience: Little Grill — Wednesday, 8:30 p.m., $4. 
►Connor Smith and friends: Blue Foxx Cafe — Thursday, 432-3699. 
►Jay Zehr and his friends: Little Grill — Friday, 9 p.m., free, 434-3594. 
►The Lirry Keel Experience and Sue Witty: The Corner Coffee House 
Saturday, 8 p.m., $5 donation, 433-3502. 
DANCE 
THEATRE 
►"Brandy Bergenstock, Lisa Fulcher and Jenn Shane: ceramics, weaving 
and jewelry-," Zirkle House: Artworks Gallery — Monday-Thursday, free. 
►"Jeannie and Tisha Pierson: black and white photography and ceram- 
ics;" Zirkle House: Other Gallery — Monday-Thursday, free. 
►"Raymond Saunders: Presence and Absence;" Sawhill Gallery — 
Monday-Sunday, free. 
►"David Farris: Contemporaneous Archeology;" Zirkle House: New 
Image Gallery — Monday-Sunday, free. 
►"Danceshare, JMU dance students perform in conjunction with stu- 
dents from Shcnandoah University;" Godwin Studio Theatre, Godwin 
rm. 355 — Friday-Saturday, 8 p.m., free. 
►"JMU Faculty Recital, Pat Brady, piano;" Wilson Hall Auditorium — 
Monday, 8 p.m., free. 
►"The JMU Symphonic Band and Concert Band;" Wilson Hall 
Auditorium — Tuesday, 8 p.m., free. 
►"Parents Weekend Pops Concert;" Convocation Center — Friday, 8 
p.m., call 1-888-209-7132 for tickets.  
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Swingers" Tuesday-Wednesday, 
"Rosewood" Thursday, "Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery" 
Friday-Saturday, "The Haunting" Sunday. All shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m., 
$2 unless otherwise noted. 
► Renal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Devil's Advocate," "The Full Monty," 
"The Edge," "Kiss the Girls," "Seven Years in Tibet." Shows $4 before 
6 p.m., $6 after. Call 434-7107. 
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "I Know What You Did List Summer," 
'Rocketman," "The Peacemaker," "In ek Out." $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. 
►"Blood Brothers:" Theatre II — Tuesday-Saturday, 8 p.m., Friday 
midnight, $3. 
If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send the a letter c/o Style section; GI Anthony- 
Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JWt\J; H<irrisonrwrg,VA 22807, include date, cost and location of the event. 
THIS IS IT! 
Yearbook pictures for 
the 1998 BLUESTONE 
October 20 & 21 
MONDAY & TUESDAY 




Artwork challeges perception of women 
THE BREEZE 
// A! 
by Garret Piekney 
contributing writer 
11 feminists are man-hating 
lesbian witches who want to 
.kill their children and destroy 
the family unit." 
R i: v 11: vv 
So reads the flyer for the new Zirkle 
House student show. These attention grab- 
bing Pat Buchananism serve to draw atten- 
tion to the artwork of five women artists 
currently on display. 
"I think we put that up as a contradic- 
tion," artist senior Jenn Shane said. "It's 
nice to prove stupid statements like that 
wrong." 
It would be hard to conceive of a more 
diverse collection of artwork than the 
exhibits in Zirkle House's Art Works and 
Other Galleries. In the Art Works Gallery, 
the textiles of senior Lisa Fulcher, sculp- 
tures of senior Brandy Bergenstock and 
jewelry and textiles of Shane collectively 
create an atmosphere of warmth and vital- 
ity. While their work may have been con- 
ceived independently, the show creates an 
added energy to the perception of the 
works. 
"One of the things we were trying to do 
when we set up this show was to create a 
cross-century perspective looking across 
the types of female dynamics," 
Bergenstock said. "Weaving is traditional- 
ly female art, and the sculpture is so mod- 
ern so you end up with the history of 
where we've been and where we're 
going." 
The Virginia Woolf quote on the 
threshold of the gallery reminds the visi- 
tor, "For most of 
history Anonymous 
was a woman." The 
artwork displayed 
within shows a 
group of women 
artists who have a 
sense of identity — 
on the level of gen- 
der and beyond. On 
the walls, the richly 
colored blankets of 
Shane and Fulcher 
surround the view- 
er. Textiles, blankets 
and weaving have 
all been associated 
with women and 
domesticity for 
years. The feminist 
sentiments of these 
artists do not reject 
this relationship. CHRISTINE KSBSIIsiaffphmographer 
"[Creating      a "Ny"^ Goddess" by Brandy Bergenstock 
work of art] is very to m *** * ZltMe Home 
time-consuming but very rewarding in the 
end, especially when you give a blanket to 
a family member — they're so happy," 
Fulcher said with a laugh. 
Bergenstock's sculpture also gives con- 
sideration to ideas about gender. Her cast 
bronze statue "Nymph Goddess" chal- 
lenges traditional conceptions of women. 
In defiance of these conceptions and the 
image that the title implies, she has srulpt- 
ed an older, smiling, full-figured woman 
whose gait seems to be lighter once liberat- 
ed from sexists standards of beauty. 
The compatibility of artwork by 
seniors Titia Pierson 
and Jeannie Glass 
also join in eerie per- 
fection. On display in 
the Other Gallery, 
Glass's black & white 
photographs and 
Pierson's ceramic 
work afford the view- 
er glimpses into a 
quiet, elegant and 
melancholy universe. 
Glass composes other- 
worldly abstraction 
devoid of human life. 
She captures the curve 
of bones with an elo- 
quence of tone and an 
attention to texture. 
Pierson's sculp- 
ture    is    similarly 
abstract. Rust-colored 
pillars and fragments 
give the impression of 
archaeological relics 
from a city long dead. Pierson's ceramics 
appear to have been excavated from the 
same world depicted in Glass's photogra- 
phy. These works, as with the other artists, 
benefit each other in exciting and novel 
ways, making the experience indisputably 
rewarding. Artxoork by Brandy Bergenstock, 
Lisa Fulcher, Jenn Shane, Jeannie Glass and Titia 
Pierson are on display at Zirkle House until 
Thursday. 
lay some Skynyrd: part two 
by Jim "Vegas" Terp 
style editor 
A twisted scrap of metal smoldered 
on an isolated Mississippi swamp. 
The time was 6:47 p.m. The date 
was October 20,1977. 
RI:VII:W 
Today marks the 20th anniversary of 
the plane crash that dashed Southern 
rockers Lynyrd Skynyrd's rising star. The 
crash, which killed six people including 
Skynyrd's lead singer Ronnie Van Zant, 
guitarist Steve Gaines and back up vocal- 
ist Cassie Gaines, brought to an end the 
first incarnation of the band. 
As a commemoration of the anniver- 
sary, MCA Records recently re-released 
the band's last pre-crash studio album 
Street Survivors. The album, which the 
band released two weeks prior to the fate- 
ful plane crash, features a remastered 
sound and the original "flames" cover art- 
work 
Street Survivors, Skynyrd's highest 
charting album at #5 on the Billboard 
charts showcases the band with the then 
recently added guitarist Steve Gaines. 
After having achieved commercial success 
with their first album Pronounced (led-'nerd 
'skin-'nerd), which features "Freebird," 
"Tuesday's Gone with the Wind" and 
"Simple Man," the group took on a rigor- 
ous touring schedule. The demands of life 
on the road hurt me band musically, com- 
mercially and eventually led to the depar- 
ture of guitarist Ed King and drummer 
Bob Burns. Gaines, whose sister Cassie 
was a member of Skynyrd's backup 
singers The Honkettes, joined the band in 
1976. 
The addition of Gaines as a guitarist, 
vocalist and songwriter proved to be a 
godsend for the band. On Sired Survivors, 
Gaines receives writing or co-writing cred- 
its on half the songs. From the Eaglesque 
"I Never Dreamed" to the charting single 
"You Got that Right," Gaines brings a pol- 
ished professional sound to the band. His 
ability to play slide-guitar and harmonize 
with Van Zant give the must an added 
dimension. This music is more than your 
standard honky-tonk bar fare. 
In addition to Gaines' contributions, 
Street Survivors shows Skynyrd doing 
what they do best — they get down and 
boogie. Songs such as "What's 
Your Name," "You Got that 
Right" and "That Smell" are 
designed to make people dance. 
This is one reason why Skynyrd 
played arenas — their music is 
best enjoyed in the presence of 
other people. 
Thematically, these songs fit 
the Skynyrd mold; there's the 
obligatory life-on-the-road paean 
to groupies "What's Your « 
Name," which hit #13 on the 
Billboard charts, in the vein of the 
Skynyrd classic "Needle and the 
Spoon" there's the standard pub- 
lic service announcement "That 
Smell," and, of course, the expect- 
ed album filler "Honky Tonk 
Night Time Man." 
Aside from the music, the Skynyrd 
album art is also noteworthy. The 
"flames" cover, which has the band sur- 
rounded by burning buildings, was taken 
out of print following the plane crash. For 
Skynyrd diehards, the inclusion of this 
cover is something of a mixed blessing. 
While on the one hand, seeing the album 
cover as it was originally intended is a 
welcome novelty, in the context of the 
plane crash the image of a band engulfed 
in flames has to be one of the eeriest cases 
of art imitating life. 
Even in light of this morbidly ironic 
image one shouldn't forget this band's 
bottom line. Whether hearing the band for 
the first time, or for those revisiting the 
songs of their youth, Skynyrd's Street 
Survivors is a fine reminder of why people 
listen to music in the first place. 
PHOTO COURTESY MCA RECORDS 
Ignites with reissued Street Survivors. 
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Novelist Michener 
passes away at 
age 90 Thursday 
AP/newsfiner 
news service 
AUSTIN, Texas — James Michener's 
second novel tells of a poor Pennsylvania 
boy who becomes a writer — an autobio- 
graphical touch from the Pulitzer Prize- 
winning author who went from the Bucks 
County Poorhouse to the far reaches of the 
globe. 
He spent decades wandering from 
Japan and Korea to Hungary, Hawaii, 
Afghanistan, Spain, South Africa, 
Colorado, Israel, Chesapeake Bay, Poland, 
Texas, Alaska and the Caribbean. 
Every step of the way, through 40 best- 
selling novels, Michener's readers were 
entertained and inspired as he argued for 
universal ideals: religious tolerance, hard 
work and self-reliance. 
"Jim Michener was America's story- 
teller," said Harold Evans, president and 
publisher of the Random House Trade 
Publishing Group. "He enlightened mil- 
lions of people around the globe with the 
fruits of his labor during a stunning 50- 
year writing career." 
Michener, died at age 90 on Thursday. 
His death came less than a week after he 
ordered doctors to disconnect him from 
life-sustaining dialysis treatments. 
Michener was bom Feb. 3,1907, in New 
York City, and was taken as an orphan to 
the poorhouse in Doylestown, Pa., where 
he was adopted by a Quaker widow, 
Mabel Michener. 
His heralded writing career began in 
1947 when he was 40, with Tales of the South 
Pacific. The book, written during his tour of 
duty with the Navy in World War II, won 
the Pulitzer Prize in 1948 and was the basis 
for "South Pacific," a Broadway musical 
later made into a motion picture. 
Michener's work made him wealthy 
Gifts from Michener and his third wife to 
the University of Texas over the years 
totaled $44.2 million, including a $15 mil- 
lion donation in 1992. 
In 1996, Fortune magazine ranked him 
among the nation's top 25 philanthropists, 
estimating he gave away $24 million in that 
year alone. Other donations included $1 
million to a Bucks County art museum that 
bears his name. 
Michener will be cremated and buried 
alongside his wife, said John Kings, 
Michener's longtime friend and assistant. 
Step 
continued from page 11 
He also delved into classics from 1990s 
Edutainment LP. His show energized the 
audience and, conversely, the rapport he 
established with the crowd added to his 
performance. KRS-ONE is one of only a 
handful of current artists who command 
the stage presence and posses the knowl- 
edge to capture the attention of an audi- 
ence and hold them enthralled. 
As was evident by the smooth proceed- 
ings of the entire event and the culmination 
of the evening with KRSONE's electrify- 
ing performance, the acronym for Kris 
Parker's stage name summarized the pro- 
ceedings best: Knowledge Reigns Supreme 
Over Nearly Everybody. At least it did on 
Saturday night. 





Bridging the ( 
Col. Donald Harper, Harrisonburg's chief of police, relaxes In his office. "Police are human, too. We have bad days and good days," he says. 
It's a dirty job, but... 
Harrisonburg 's top cop puts a human face on the HPD 
By JENNIFER SIMMONS * Photo by CHRIS KLIMEK 
In addition to the tension between the Harrisonburg 
and JMU communities, an equally pressing issue in 
recent weeks has been the relationship between the 
Harrisonburg Police Department and the students 
of JMU. 
' I recently spoke with our Chief of Police, Donald 
Harper. I say "our" and not "Harrisonburg's" for one rea- 
son. If JMU wants to be considered as part of the commu- 
nity, then we need to accept all aspects of the community, 
right down to the HPD. 
Harper, who has spent the last six of his more than 30 
a policeman in Harrisonburg, is friendly and 
.accessible in conversation. He is also wary of students' 
common assumption that the police are just there to spoil 
their fun. 
"People have a tendency to forget that we're talking 
about law enforcement," Harper says. "We are here to 
serve the entire population. And with the possibility of 
sounding corny, no one is above the law, including the 
police." 
Harper and the police department, in an effort to help 
JMU students understand the position of the police and 
for the police to be made aware oi the student's concerns, 
have begun meeting every month with a group of about 
30 students that represent different JMU organizations. 
"We've created a brochure that will explain what the 
laws are," says Harper. The brochures are an attempt to 
dispel myths about such common violations such as pub- 
lic drunkenness, open containers and excessive noise. The 
brochures will be on city buses and on campus. . 
But these new measures may lead people to believe 
there is some rising problem between JMU and the police, 
when in fact, Harper says, other than two Incidents over 
Labor Day weekend, police haven't made any more 
charges than in past years. 
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In the second half of her series exploring the roots of 
student-resident conflict in the 'Burg, JENNIFER 
SIMMONS chats with Chief of Police Donald Harper. 
of the much-publicized Labor Day weekend busts at 
Harrison Street and Port Republic Road. "There were 
three arrests and 200 charges, but that does not mean that 
200 separate people were charged. There were multiple 
charges for many of those present and one of the arrests 
occurred because the person being charged had an out- 
standing warrant." 
A recent DN-R editorial, reprinted in the Sept. 15 
Breeze, ended with the declaration,"We are not 
willing to see our crime rate escalating due to JMU 
students' antics off campus." 
Harper sees crime as "a violation of laws." However, 
there is a marked difference between crimes such as mur- 
der, rape or aggravated assault and the charges made to 
most JMU students. 
"The only difference we see when students are here is a 
rise in noise and alcohol violations." 
The HPD averages about four calls a day on noise vio- 
lations during the summer until September, when the 
number rises to about eight calls per day through October, 
according to Harper. There is a lull until January, when 
noise code violations begin to slowly pick up again as the 
weather gets warmer and students start opening their 
windows again during parties. 
In May, the number reaches the peak of about seven, or 
eight a day and drops again in June. Also, not all the calls 
are always related to students. The police do not ask the 
people they charge if they are in college or not; the ordy 
factor is a general age bracket. 
"I want to make this clear," Harper says. "We do not 
target any certain set of the community. We target the vio- 
lations." 
For example, many students believe that the bike offi- 
cers were implemented to weed out parties in search of 
violations that haven't been reported already. 
But Harper says the purpose of the bike officers, a pro- 
gram which began in 1995, is to make the police more visi- 
ble and accessible to the community. 
"Back in the '60s, police became rrTore mobile because 
communities were spreading out," Harper recalls. "We 
found out that because of the use of patrol cars there was 
no community interaction. We're trying to be more 
approachable to the community." 
"When an officer drives by in a cruiser there's no con- 
nection with the community. But if an officer is on a bike 
and you might feel more comfortable approaching them 
and talking about your concerns or just saying hello," he 
says. 
There are also two motorcycle officers with'the HPD as 
of 1997 who help with traffic law enforcement. These offi- 
cers play no part of any alleged extra patrolling of student 
housing. 
Harper says he believes habitual offenders are few and 
to stereotype all JMU students in this manner would be 
incorrect. 
Harper says he feels we are all guilty of paying more 
attention to the negative aspects of the JMU and 
Harrisonburg controversy. "Someone makes a negative 
comment and we're more apt to believe that than a posi- 
tive comment," he says. 
Harper also stressed that the police could make a lot 
more charges than thev do. He said the police probably let 
g<• as many as they charge. 
"We overlook a lot more than we write," said Harper. 
"If they're going to have a beer or two at a party, dance to 
some music and have a good time, I have no problem with 
that. That's their prerogative." 
George Wead, a JMU professor of theatre and media 
arts and design, shares Harper's belief that negative sto- 
ries about students attract more attention than positive 
ones. 
"If 98 percent of JMU students were doing community 
service and helping out the town and doing all sorts of 
wonderful things, the two percent that were harassing 
police or throwing up on people's property would be the 
ones everyone would talk about," Wead says. 
/ want to make this clear: We 
do not target any certain set of 
the community. We target the 
violations. 
Donald Harper 
Harrisonburg Chief of Police 
Harper says police must enforce alcohol laws strict- 
ly because alcohol is a factor in many accidents 
and crimes. 
"The only students that really bother me are the ones 
mat go to parties to get blitzed as fast as possible," Harper 
says. "Eighty-s even percent of all crimes involve alcohol 
and a lot of the time, the the ones that are drinking only to 
get drunk are the ones mat might cause vandalism and at 
the worst, rape. I've seen too many young lives snuffed 
out by alcohol." 
Harper recalls when he was an officer in the early 70s 
and responded" to a call where an 18 year-old had 
crashed his car that he had been given for graduation, 
killing himself and his passenger. 
His parents had thrown him a party where there 
was drinking. When Harper arrived at the house to tell 
the parents about the accident and their son, he found 
them, along with their teenage party guests, so drunk 
they were unable to comprehend what he was telling 
them. 
"The father couldn't even stand, his daughter had 
to hold him up while I tried to make him understand 
that his son was dead," he says. "It was one of the 
hardest things I've ever had to do as an officer. 
"Police are human, too. We have bad days and 
good days and we try our hardest not let that effect 
us on the job, but it can be really hard." 
Long before movies like "RoboCop" ever 
graced the silver screen, Harper and hisfriends in 
law enforcement would joke that "now if only 
they could make cops that weren't human," 
you'd have the perfect officer, referring to the 
hard task of separating your emotions from your 
job as a police officer. 
However, even though Harper is all too 
familiar with the terrible effects of disobeying 
the law, he makes it clear that the police are not 
against anyone having fun, but when there arc calls of vio- 
lations they have to do something. 
The HPD is trying to work with the students and the 
community to establish good relations, but this cannot be 
done if the two communities will refuse to work together 
to help the police. 
"We can't do our job by ourselves if we don't have the 
support of the people who live here," Harper says. "I'd 
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ALL WEEK EVENTS: 
Pledge a sober night, week, month! 
FYI Will of Remembrance 
(Positive and Negative Alcohol Experience) 
Information Tables 
Raffles/Prizes/Free Stuff 
Turn in CORE SURVEY & be entered in a RAFFLE! 
Ivlailroom 10-2 p.m. 
Mailroom 
Commons 10-2 p.m. 
Lakeside 10-2 p.m. 
UREC 2-5 p.m. 
Wednesday. October 22 "CARPE DIEM, OPPORTUNITIES AWAIT"  
• ALTERNATIVES TO DRINKING FAIR Commons     10-2 p.m. 
Come see what JMU and the I larrisonburg community have 
to offer as alternatives to drinking ..including the Outing Club, 
UREC, Massanuten, Ski and Skate, and much more!!I 
• ALCOHOL AND SEX: NOT A GOOD MIXER PC Ballroom       7 p.m. 
Presented by Wellness Peer Educators and 
Sexual Assault Peers from the University Health Center  
i 
ursdav. October 23 "BLOCK PARTY DAY" ZJ 
Monday. October 20 "KICK OFF DAV !!!' 
•    UREC - Interactive Twister Gafne 
Continuous game, come join in anytime! 
 Prizes given away throughout the game 
UREC 4-5 p.m. 
Tuesday. October 21        p   "A SMASHING REALITY!" 
• "JAWS OF LIFE" 
Come see a simulated drunk-driving accident 
scene and watch how the "Jaws of Life" saves the day! 
• CAR SMASH - ,     Commons 
Take your chances! See if you can make our 
car look as bad as a car that has been in a drunk driving accident. 
Commons     12-1 p.m. 
12-2 p.m. 
CAMPUS POLICE DEMONSTRATION 
Watch your friends drink beer and then try 
to perform sobriety tests. 
JUDICIAL AFFAIRS 
Find out facts about JMU Alcohol Policy 
GAMMA 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS SPEAKER 
PC Ballroom   12 -3 p.m. 
Taylor 306 7 p.m. 
Friday. October 24 "AWARENESS CELEBRATION DAY" 
•    DJ/BAND Commons        10 - 2 p.m. 
Listen to some good tunes while snacking on food... 
HAPPY HOUR AEROBICS UREC 5 - 6 p.m. 
Special power hour and mocktails to cool you down. 
Sponsored by UPB, University Health Center, SGA, John D. Eiland Company Inc. 
■ ■  — ■ 
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Second half woes doom the Dukes; 
Delaware runs all over JMU, 49-27 
by Seth Burton 
assistant sports editor 
The Homecoming theme may 
have been "The year of the Duke 
Dog," but in Saturday's 
Homecoming game against the 
University of Delaware, the sec- 
ond half was the half of the Blue 
Hens. 
After trailing 24-21 at half 
time, Delaware out-scored the 
Dukes 28-3 in the final 30 min- 
utes to hand the Dukes their third 
straight loss with a 49-27 victory 
in front of a large Homecoming 
Day crowd at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
"The second half got the best 
of us," JMU head coach Alex 
Wood said. "We were encour- 
aged [with the half time lead], 
but we knew that in 30 minutes 
of play a lot could happen." 
A lot did happen in the sec- 
ond half, and most of it was not 
good for the Dukes (3-4). 
Delaware (6-1) racked up 623 
total yards, 461 of them on the 
ground as they preyed on a JMU 
defense that was without injured 
starters Jas6n Parmer, Cliff 
Wimbush and leading tackier 
Tony Booth, who was suffering 
from a bad case of the flu. 
"They just kept running the 
option and pounding the ball," 
Wood said. 
Senior tail back Andre 
Thompson ran for 120 yards, 
while senior halfback Greg 
McGraw racked up 109 yards. 
Thompson said, "The offen- 
sive line just opened up the mid- 
dle. I was getting five yards with- 
out getting touched." 
It seemed to be like that all 
day for Delaware, as the Blue 
Hens averaged 9.2 yards per 
play. 
JMU senior linebacker Marcus 
Ordonez said, "It's frustrating. 
We had prepared for it, we just 
lacked execution." 
With two minutes left in the 
first half, JMU seemed to be exe- 
cuting just fine. The score tied at 
21, freshman corner back Mark 
Coates intercepted Delaware 
quarterback Brian Ginn (4-10,117 
yards, two touchdowns) in the 
end zone. 
Dukes sophomore quarter- 
back Greg Maddox then led the 
Dukes on a 75 -yard drive to the 
Delaware five yard line. After 
two Maddox passes to freshman 
wide receiver Earnest Payton, 
(four catches for 59 yards) fell 
incomplete, senior Nelson Gamer 
hit a 23-yard field goal as time 
expired in the first half. 
DYLAN BOVCHELE/staff photographer 
JMU freshman cornerback Mark Coates comes down with an 
interception in front of Delaware receiver Courtney Batts. 
"I was upset," Delaware head 
coach Tubby Raymond said 
about the first half. "Then [our] 
defense started to play well. 
Early on the defense was just a 
little flat." 
The Delaware defense held 
the Dukes to 105 yards in the sec- 
ond half, after allowing 295 yards 
in the opening half. 
Delaware took the opening 
possession of the second half 75 
yards for a touchdown to give 
them a 28-24 lead. Craig 
Cummings rushed two yards 
into the end zone for the score on 
a drive in which the Blue Hens 
only attempted one pass play. 
The Dukes responded with a 
31-yard Nelson Gamer field goal 
to cut the Delaware lead to one 
point, which was the closest the 
Dukes would come. 
Delaware sophomore tailback 
Rich Conway made a diving 
touchdown catch on (he Blue 
Hens' next possession. 
Then, with the Dukes driving 
at the 50-yard line, freshman tail- 
back Zeb Clark, who had not 
seen action in the last three 
weeks, fumbled the ball. 
Delaware recovered and 
Thompson promptly barreled 
into the end-zone for a 42-27 lead 
and the rout was on. 
"It hurt to give it back to them 
there," Wood said. "We just 
couldn't match it." 
The Dukes were thwarted on 
each offensive possession while 
the Blue Hens continued to roll 
over the Dukes. 
"They ran up a lot of yards," 
Wood said. "They ran the option 
and we didn't defend it well. It 
comes back to personnel." 
About the prolific Delaware 
offensive which saw back-up 
quarterback Matt Nagy throw a 
35-yard touchdown strike for the 
final touchdown, Raymond said, 
"I thought it was a pretty good 
mix. Everything was related. We 
put pressure on the JMU sec- 
ondary because they were con- 
cerned about [senior wide out 
Courtney Batts], and then things 
started to go well for us." 
Batts caught two touchdowns 
for 102 yands as things continued 
to go poorly for the Dukes, as 
freshman tailback Delvin Joyce, 
who ran for 88 yards and one 
touchdown on 18 carries sat out 
the final quarter with a sprained 
ankle. 
It did not start out that way 
for the Dukes, as they got on the 
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/staff photographer 
Sophomore quarterback Greg Maddox scrambles for a few of 
his 15 rushing yards in Saturday's game. 
board first with 4:57 left in the 
first quarter when Maddox (18- 
31, 218 yards) ran a yard for a 
touchdown. 
The Dukes running attack 
rushed for 123 yards, in what 
was one of their better rushing 
performances of the season. 
"We were able to find some 
soft spots and run the football," 
Wood said, who lost for, the third 
time in three attempts against 
Raymond and Delaware. 
A Maddox fumble led to 
Ginn's touchdown run at the end 
of the first quarter. In the second 
quarter, Payton and Joyce scored 
for the Dukes, but they failed to 
find the end zone the rest of the 
day. 
The road gets no easier for the 
Dukes, who have been out- 
scored 136-69 in their last three 
games. 
JMU next hosts nationally 
ranked University of Richmond, 
in a Parents Weekend game at 1 
p.m Saturday at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
"We've got our work cut out 
for us," Wood said about the 








Senior linebacker Marcus 
Ordonez was the lone bright 
spot in a beleagured JMU 
defense Saturday. 
Ordonez recorded a 
game-high 17 tackles, includ- 
ing one for a two-yard loss. 
Ordonez, is now the 
team's leading -tackier with 
74, one more than free safety 
Tony Booth. Ordonez is not 
pleased with the Dukes three- 
game losing streak. 
"It's tough," Ordonez 
said, "I've never been on a 
losing team before." 
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JMU Center for Prehealth 
Resources, AED and Kaplan 
invite you (especially all Premed students) 
to take a free, no obligation 
MCAT 
Test Drive / 
Take this half-length MCAT test and receive 
computer analysis of your test-taking strengths 
and weaknesses before Thanksgiving break! See 
what content and question types appear on the exam so you 
can be better prepared. 
November 5,1997 Miller Hall, G-31 
5:45 p.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Deadline to sign up is Tues., Oct. 28! 
The April 18,1998 test date is around the corner. Your next 
opportunity to take the MCAT will be August 15,1998. 
Start planning today! 
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST 
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"Oh, and the food is excellent!" 
Make reservations for parent's weekend! 
Looking for 
Parents Weekend Activities? 
Show your parents some Slieiiandoah Elegance! 
The Suterfamily has been handcraftingfi 
in the Shenandoah Valley for six generations. 
Bring your parents to our showroom 
located just 5 minutes from the JMU campus. 
Open 9:00 - 5:00 Monday - Friday and Saturday 9:00 - 3:00. 
Free delivery to most areas in Virginia. Call for a free color catalog. 
Richmond Showroom (800)252-2131 Harrisonburg Showroom 
4200 West Broad St. suters@suters.com 2610 South Main St. 
Richmond, VA 23230 wwwsuters.com Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(804) 358-8497 (540)434-2131 
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The 1997-'98 JMU men's and 
women's basketball teams kicked 
off their seasons Friday night 
with Midnight Madness festivi- 
ties. 
Over 3,000 people were on 
hand to see new men's coach 
Sherman Dillard (bottom right), 
and senior forward Chatney 
Howard (top right). New wom- 
en's coach Bud ihilders and the 
women's team practiced and par- 
ticipated in a split-squad scrim- 
mage. The first women's eame is 
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Knowing 
How to Defend Yourself 
Can Be a Real Life Saver 
Nothing lakes the place of knowing 
how to take care of yourself in any situation. 
Maybe that's why more and more men and 
women are turning to Martial Arts self 
defense training. Our trained instructors will 
teach you how to defend yourself in virtually 
every self defense situation you may 
encounter, and you learn in a safe, controlled 
environment. And most importantly, what 
we teach works! 
Classes are forming now. Call or stop by 
our school today. 
Halterman 
Karate & Kickboxing 






and Other Japanese Imports 
Now Open for Business 
Valley 1^ Service 
I **    Your Toyota Specialist      ^W 
Ov«r 25 ynn experience 
Robby Groome •David Pecor* Mike Davis 
ASE Certified Master Technicians 
•Personal Quality Service 
at Reasonable Prices 







service and repair needs 
1170 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg 
(540)433-6051 
Hours: 8-5 Mon-Fri 
RL 42 North, next to Neighbors Exxon 
EARLF. 
TAYLOR 
CITY  TREASURER     97 
• Citizen of Harrisonburg since 1971 
• Active in his community for many years: 
-United Way 
■Board member Harrisonburg/ Rockingham Free Clinic 
- Treasurer, Harrisonburg Elks Lodge 
- Eight years, Harrisonburg Parking Authority, 5 years as chairman 
- Downtown Retail Merchants Association past president 
- Harrisonburg Credit Bureau past president 
- Member, Asbury United Methodist Church 
- Rockingham Rotary Club past president 
• Republican Candidate for Office of City Treasurer 
IF ELECTED. EARL PROMISES THE FOLLOWING, 
- To carry out the responsibility of the office to the verj besl 
of his ability 
- To provide the highest level of service possible to all citizens 
of Harrisonburg 
- To save the taxpayer money by operating the most efficient 
treasurer's office possible without compromising service 
- To innovate whenever possible and be open to new 
developments in technology 
- To have an open door and be accesible to any citizen concern 
AUTHORIZED BY I RANCIS BELL JR. TREASURI R 
Please VOTE on Nov. 4, 1997 for EARL TAYLOR 
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CAA 
by Jason Kennedy 
contributing writer 
The JMU men's soccer team played one 
of its biggest CAA rivals on Saturday. The 
College of William & Mary came to town 
ranked 16th in the nation and second place 
in the CAA. The Dukes battled the Tribe to 
a 2-2 tie at Reservoir Street Field. 
The Dukes were shut out twice last year 
by W&M, including in the 19% CAA tour- 
nament. 
"We came into this game wanting to 
win and not to tie," senior forward Jake 
Edwards said. "This game was very physi- 
cal, and so I think that we can be happy 
with a tie." 
It was a physical game with a total of 63 
fouls and six yellow cards given out. 
The first major foul of the game came 
late in the first half. JMU junior Hisham 
Gomes was called for a controversial foul 
that resulted in a penalty kick for W&M. 
After trailing 1-0 at the end of the first 
half, the Dukes regrouped and came out 
strong in the second period of play. 
Five minutes into the second half, the 
Dukes capitalized with a goal by freshman 
Ivar Sigurjonsson off an assist by senior 
Geoff Honeysett. 
Tied at one, the Dukes continued the 
pressure and came up with another big 
ASHLEY McGlNNlSS/contributing photographer 
JMU senior forward Jake Edward sends the ball up-field Saturday against William 
& Mary. The Dukes fought the Tribe to a 2-2 tie in a game marred by 63 fouls. 
goal to take the lead at 27:22. Honeysett 
scored the Dukes' second goal of the day 
on a rebound that was a result of a previ- 
ous shot on goal by Edwards. 
The Tribe tied the game with a goal 
from senior forward David McGowan, 
which proved to be the last goal scored by 
either team despite playing two sudden 
death overtime periods. 
The rivalry that exists between the two 
teams appeared emotional as ever. Spurred 
on by an enthusiastic crowd, the teams 
played with fiery intensity. 
Head coach Tom Martin said, "This 
was a typical W&M game. The-past 28 
games between these two teams has pro- 
duced a 11-11-6 record." 
After beating VCU earlier in the week 
and tying W&M, the team has moved itself 
into good position for the upcoming CAA 
tournament. 
With only four more regular season 
games left, the Dukes play two more CAA 
opponents and then finish up with two 
home games against tough non- confer- 
ence teams. 
"The team had a great week," assistant 
coach Tom Foley, said. "We played two 
higher ranked opponents, both in the 
CAA, and we came away with a win and a 
tie. After the tough losses to American and 
Wake Forest, I think that we are moving in 
a positive direction towards the CAA tour- 
nament." 
Martin said, "Right now we need to get 
healthy. We need to get our injured players 
back and get our right line-ups so we are 
ready for the tournament." 
The JMU men's soccer team's next 
home game is against the University of 
Richmond on Saturday, Oct. 25, at 
Reservoir Street Field. 
Dean Smith retires from UNC: What's his legacy 
Dean Smith retires. See, I'm a Duke fan, so I thought these would be the three 
most beautiful words ever strung together in history. During basketball sea- 
son, I live and breathe Duke basketball. Nothing else matters. 
As a die-hard Blue Devils fan, the only thing that even approaches the sheer joy of 
loving Duke is the act of absolutely loathing the University of North Carolina and tak- 
ing the time to carefully and creatively insult the Tar Heels at every turn, I'll be hon- 
est. I abhor and revile the Tar Heels. I love to hate anything that has to do with the 
boys from the wrong end of Tobacco Road. I love to poke fun at Smith's nose and his 
nasally voice. I love to find 
The view from the cheap seats 
Courtney A. Crowley 
all the flaws in the four cor- 
ners offense. And most of 
all, I cherish being able to 
say that in all his years at 
Carolina, Smith only won 
two National 
Championships. 
Oct 9 was surely the saddest day in the history of UNC. But here's the plain truth 
coming straight from a Dukie's mouth. Smith's retirement is the gloomiest day in the 
history of the Atlantic Coast Conference and NCAA basketball. College basketball 
will never be the same. 
When Smith was in charge of his Tar Heels, the game was consistent. You knew 
they would be in the top three in the ACC, that they would win at least 20 games and 
that they would make it to the Big Dance. Always. It was just one of those things you 
counted on. Carolina was the program everybody else judged themselves by. Smith 
was the fiercest competitor in all of basketball. As a fan, it was scary if your favonte 
team was aheacL of the Tar Heels and Smith was calm. No screaming, no yelling. Just 
a few signals. Then the team was in severe trouble. Thaf s when the Carolina defense 
would turn into a boa constrictor in high-top sneakers. Opponents were almost 
always dead meat because Smith would pull something spectacular out of his nose. 
But that didn't happen magically; it was fine coaching that created the opportunity 
to tease an opponent before annihilating them. Funny thing, though. The awesome 
numbers aren't what 111 remember about Smith. I'll remember he taught winning 
isn't everything. I'll remember the perpetual class Smith displayed whether his teams 
won or lost. Ill remember that he did so much more than coach basketball: he culti- 
vated young boys, turned them into men and bitterly fought segregation. 
Ninety-seven percent of his players walked away from Carolina with a degree. 
Smith's program was a four-year program It took four years to turn 18-yeawrfd boys 
into men and four years to graduate. Along the way, Smith taught a little basketball. 
In the last few years, his four-year program began to become a two-year program as 
some players took off for the NBA instead of finishing Smith s four-year program 
Smith proved he could still win games with fly-by-night players. But I can tTielp but 
wonder if the inability of players to complete four-year programs took its toll on 
So I euess the words "Dean Smith retires" aren't such sweet music to me afteralL 
VVMelWtohateSmithinhiscapacity as the Tar Heels' head coach, I now reakze 
that I respect the hell out of Smith. He's truly a extraordinary man. ..for a Tar Heel. 
Sports Commentary 
Mark Ross 
October 91997, a day I will remember for a long time to come, the day that for- 
ever changed college basketball for me. When I first heard of the rumors that 
Dean Smith was retiring, I really didn't give it much thought. I had heard 
them before, as had every 
other UNC fan, but every 
year he somehow found 
the desire and the enthusi- 
astic energy to come back. 
But as I watched the press 
conference on ESPN, I real- 
ized that this year, for the 
first time in 36 seasons, there will be no Dean Smith. The question then becomes, so 
what's so special about Smith? 
First on everyone's mind is: a NCAA record 879 wins, a record 65 NCAA 
Tournament victories, 2 NCAA titles, 11 Final Fours and 23 straight NCAA 
Tournament appearances. As incredible and impressive as these numbers are, they 
are not what made Smith so special. To find out what Smith really meant to basketball 
and to North Carolina, you only need to go to the ones who knew him best, his play- 
ers and peers. 
If one word could sum up the UNC program under Smith it would be loyalty. 
This is what Smith talks about the most and what you hear when former UNC play- 
ers talk about their coach . 
"What loyalty I've had," Smith tearfully said at his press conference as he looked 
around the room and saw how many former players and assistants were in atten- 
dance. This loyalty reaches so far that the UNC program is called a "fraternity" and a 
"family" by former players. 
Michael Jordan called Smith a "father figure," and Smith is known for keeping in 
contact with former players years after they played for him. One player talked about 
how Smith still sends him two or three letters a year and even writes his mother. 
Anyone who knows Smith and will tell you he always put his players first. Former 
UNC athletic director John Swofford said, "He coached for all the right reasons, and 
the first reason was always the players." Which is one of the reasons behind Smith not 
coming back for another year. He said,"If I can't give this team fhat enthusiasm, I said 
I would get out." And he did, and whatever disbelief or shock is being felt, those clos- 
est to him know the timing is right. But Smith's impact and legacy goes even beyond 
his current and former players. Smith showed he cares about possible future Tar 
Heels by calling some of UNC's latest recruits before he made the announcement 
public. He told mem he would not be their coach and allowed them to change their 
commitment if they wanted to. 
So, you can marvel at the numbers all you want, but what is even more amazing 
and much more permanent is the legacy Smith leaves behind. A legacy including all 
of the lives he touched during his 36 years at North Carolina and the evidence of this 
impact that covers all levels of basketball — high school, college and pro. 
As college basketball mourns the loss of one of the greatest coaches of all time, let 
us also remember and appreciate the man who did what he did because he loved his 
players more man any of his 879 victories. 
>   ■ 
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SPORTS BEAT 
The JMU women's tennis team came away from the 
ECAC East Regional team tournament with a seventh 
place finish after a 5-4 loss to Rutgers University. 
Three freshman, Sheri Puppo, Lauren Dalton and 
Amy Fowler won their singles matches, while the dou- 
bles tandem of Dalton and Fowler was the only win the 
the Dukes could manage in the doubles competition. 
Puppo won her singles match 6-2, 6-0, while Dalton 
won 7-5, 1-6, 6-4. Fowler then won 6-3, 6-1 to give the 
Dukes a 3-1 match advantage, but junior Chrissy Travlos 
and senior Jaime Marlowe lost back-to-back matches 6-0, 
6-2 repectively. The Dukes are in action Nov. 1 through 4 
in Williamsburg at the ITA/Rolex Tournament. 
The men and women's swimming and diving teams 
started their season Oct. 17 with a meet against the College 
of William and Mary. 
The JMU men defeated W&M 124-113, while the 
women lost 122.5-120.5 
Paul Oehling won the 1,000 freestyle for the Dukes, 
while the Dukes Adam Prem won the 50 freestyle and the 
100 freestyle. Beth Elie won the 200 individual mediy. 
fyO'W 
In the Wolverine Interregional at the University of 
Michigan, The womenstormed to a fourth place finish, 
earning 141 points. 
Bethany Eigel led the Dukes by placing seventh out of 
115 athletes with a time of 17:56. Janae Strader was the 
next JMU finisher, coming in 29th with a time of 18:26. 
Heather Hanscom finished 32nd for JMU with a time of 
18:29. 
Also at the Wolverine Interregional, the 23rd ranked 
men's team finished sixth out of 10 teams. 
Ryan Foster led JMU with an eighth place finish and a 
time of 25:04. Mike Fox finished 23rd with a time of 25:37. 
Russ Coleman was the next Duke to cross the finish 
line, coming in 31st with a time of 25:38. 
Ml. 
W. / s Wh€f% 4,  ><0<CC&% 
For a moment the sun came out above Reservoir Street 
Field yesterday and shed a little light on an otherwise 
bleak Homecoming weekend. The 24th ranked women's 
soccer team defeated East Carolina University 2-1. The 
Dukes came out strong and scored first as Aimee Vaughn 
scored an unassistedgoal. The Dukes found the back of 
the net again with only 57 seconds left in the first half 
when Christine Stouden scored. —Mike Gesario 
'Oii+'&iA,   4, 
When the final round of the 15th Annual ECAC 
Women's Golf Championship in Croaker was rained out 
yesterday, that left the JMU women's golf team tied for 
second with Yale University. 
The Dukes shot a team total of 319, 15 strokes behind 
winner Perm State University. 
Kathryn Yard finished tied for fifth place, as she was 
joined by three other Dukes in the top twenty. 
Erin hobbs shot an 80 to be tied for 14th place, while 
Danielle Zahaba and Julie Russum shot an 81 to be tied 
for 17th place. 
The Dukes return to action Oct. 25-26 at the JMU 
Invitational in Basye. 
The sixth-ranked JMU field hockey team split a week- 
end series in Norfolk. 
The Dukes defeated the University of California 4-0 
Friday before being defeated 3-1 Saturday by Old Dominio 
University. 
The Dukes were out-shot by the Monarchs 13-7 as 
Dianne Cageliski scored the Dukes lone goal in the second 
half. The Dukes play University of North Carolina the 25th. 
TOWN & CfiMPCJS 
RECORDS 
20 W. Water St. 
Open Mon-Sat, 10:00-8:00 
Sun. 12:00-5:00 
Awful Arthurs 
<*i:ti «M»I»    /OM^ <OMIH\I «<»>■■•* x \ 
Sorry we will be closed tills 
Monday-Thursday but don't forget to join) 
us next Monday night for a   . 
New Release Sale 
PhlSh (2 CD-live) 
Grateful dead (live) 
Dave Matthews (2 CD hue 
Doors (Box Set) 
Clove & Special Sauce 
and more! 
433-5550 




MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: Free appetizers 
at H(ilftime-Great Prizes 
TUESDAY NIGHTS: 2 lbs of crab legs for the price 
ofl lb-plus live entertainment 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: 25<t Oysters 
* Jimmy O-lOpm 
THURSDAY NIGHTS: Bucket Night 
* Thurs, Oct 23-Shake-10 pm-No cover! 
SUNDAYS: Brunch, UAM-3PM 
Prime Rib and Crab Legs-2nds on us 
ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES 
Harrisonburg's one and only RAW Bar. 




X U>AS &CXA/& 70 
5PeMD7?f£ PAY #t 
Kim's APMTm&WSou- 
T C&ULONT RA//)A 
l»s/Z^S\    SPtice. 
S 
Do ybu CM€ 
There's Always Plenty of Parking at 
South View and The Commons. Just ask John 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon.-Fri.-9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
and by appointment 
869 B Port Republic Rd. 
432-0600 
Visit our website @ 
www.lbjlimited.com 
Each furnished Luxury 
Apartment comes with: 
• Double Beds in each -^— 
bedroom 
• Full size Washer & Dryer 
• Telephone & Cable 
hookups in each bedroom 
& living room 
• Oversized Closets 
• Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
•Full size Dishwasher 
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THURSDAY, OCT. 23 
"TWO THUMBS UP!" 
• HI. i »■>■( 
"****. Don't miu it!" 
ROSEWOOD 
im* 
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, OCT. 21-22 
swingers 
FRID, 
W      At 
SUNDAY, OCT. 26 
THE HAUNTING 1 




Ml Movies are $2.00 
Mo\ ic\ show at 
7:00 and'AMI lues.- Sal. 
Sunday movies show at 
7:30 and are FREE 
.Movies are subject to change 
GET ON THE WAIT LIST NOW! 
Don't miss out on the chance to live at 
COLLEGE PARK 
ASHBY CROSSING, L.L.C. 
Harrisonburg's Premiere 
Student Housing Community 
Complete with: 
Clubhouse - Pool/Hot Tub - Tennis 
Basketball - Volleyball 
A    GMH    PROPERTY 
Come See For Yourself Why Everyone 
Is Choosing College Park As Their Home! 





7 -11 p.m. 
Saturdays: 
7:30 p.m. - Midnight 
SKATET0WN USA 
100 Miller Circle 
Harrisonburg 
433-1834 
q cut QDoue 
A Full Service Salon 
A Cut Above is pleased to 
announce the arrival of 
Julie Koontz, 
formerly of Imago Merle 
Norman, to their staff. 
Shampoo with cut & style • $ 16 
Highlight • $35 and up 
$2 off shampoo, cut and style 




Rt. 33 East in Elkton Plaza 
298-1400 
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574-2644 • 1221 Forest Hill Rd 
STARTING WEDNESDAY « 
OCTOBER 2 2 MD       S 
w*^T 
WEDNESDAYS STARTIMG AT 9P.M. 
Come and En jog: 
•l&TA&iC^IS Specialty Beverages 
%l<*nV*HDaM8 Jerk Wings for $5.95 
And 
JWafAMiNT Reggae Tunes 
I 
/ 
Life is a series 
^-attests. 
Some off them ju 
count more. 
Find out why nearly 3 million 
students have chosen Kaplan. 




















533 University Blvd. • 574-3072 
1825 S. Main St.* 574-3178 
Making it easier everyday! 





«?i We Offer You the BEST in 
Automotive Service & Quality!" 
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE IN HARRISONBURG 
•Comfortable waiting lounge •Open shop policy 
with TV and free coffee & tea 'VISA, Mastercard, Discover 
•24 Hour early bird drop off       & American Express accepted 
service *One day service in most cases. 
10% Discount with Student ID 
<£> TOYOTA 
29 Minutes ...  Guaranteed 
ZZ3\%&J 
• Air Conditioning Repairs    • Tune-Ups 
• 4-Wheel Alignments • Transmission Repair 
, Oil Changes & Lubrications • Engine Overhauls 
1 Brake Service 
1 Complete Detail 
Services 
• Please Call for an Appointment • 




"I love what you do for me'.' PAR'TQ ,&- 
®TOYOTA  SERVICE 
2970 South Main St 
Harrlson&urg, VA (540)434- iii 
•Hi TOYOTA 
SERVTCE 4. PARTS \ 




to chingi. Or TOLL FREE:1-800-TOYOTA 2 (869-6822) 
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Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh 
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VOUR*   500T5   60^* W* 
-fiow~l)ARE   Vow   5P/T <W Mf 
M5TARP1 
HAPPHA/. 
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LL   WORRY   /1B0VT   tHE 
l\w<W AR)i;T  5H«TTIM?   VW m 
- This   is   htcxVy  olv>ty ,   Pc 
r 
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CYCLEWORKS 
774 E. Market St. 
Hamsonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 432-0280 










Tune-ups and Repairs 
WHO SAYS THE SUMMERS OVER? 
The beet crab cakee, 
coconut shrimp and handcut steaks. 
Come to Key West this weekend!      20 W. Mosby Next to Dukee Plaza 
The Ideal place to take 
Mom & Dad this weekend 
is the Beach! 
Ten 
Turkeys 




Never thought you'd want to be a 
turkey around thanksgiving time did you? 
1 8<M) 2.18 6396 
Travel Exploration 












shoes for men 
and women at 
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1790 E. ME RKET ST. 
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SPECIALS 
TITLES OIM NOW! 
Fiona Apple 
Dm an Duran 
Green Day 
L.L. Cool J. 
Janet Jackson 
Portishead 
FAST SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE! 
WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR USED CDs! 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! 
M3 
In Kroger Shopping Center 
1790-96 E. Market Street 
Mon.-Sal. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999 
http://www.plan9musk.com 
FOR RENT 
University Place - 4BR apts. 
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple 
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576. 
^^y loft eondo - At Hunlef s R«ge 
0I Forest Hills townhome. 
$1 300/mo. Available June 1998. 
Cali Jordan. 564-1388. owner/ager*. 
Two rooms tor lubiaase - Starting 
Jan. '98 in the new College Park. 
A/C $265/mo. furnished, water, 
sewage Included. 574-4696. 
Roommate to share 4BR, 2 bath 
house - J250/mo., 1/4 ut. Call 
433-1356. 
For rent - Female to euMeaae in 
OWe Mill. Call (540)869-5355. 
Hunter's Ridge - 1426 Bradley. 
4BR, 2 level TH available now. 
$250/mo./BR. No utilities 
included. Call Patty at Funkhouser 
Property Management. 434-5150. 
Two rooms for rent - Sl60/mo. 
A/C. W/D. call 43*8262. 
Sublet 40-1 University Place - 
$210/mo. Leslie, 432-5563 or 
568-8729. 
Sublease IB* with own bath - U. 
Place. $230/mo. now. Eddie, 574- 
0311. 
Spring/Summer sublet - Ashby 
Crossing. Perfect location, very 
clean, clubhouse, water, etc. Third 
floor, $245/mo. negotiable. Call 
Melissa, 433-5340. 
Foxhlll Townhomes 
Student housing - Investment 
Property - "Live Rent Free" - 
Info/Brochure - Call 432-5525 
FOR SALE 
Fefcty traded (Ma from Third World 
Artists! Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main. 
Homebrewlng supplies - Malts, 
hops, yeasts, etc. Kegerator hits. 
432-6799, 52 E. Market. 
Metal desk, $50; wood desk, 
$40; table. $10; 2896632. 
Packard Bell Pentium Computer 
For Sale! 
16MB RAM. 120MHZ. Quad 
Speed, CD Rom, loaded with 
office* more. 
$l,600/obo. 
Call Angela at 
574-1956. 
HELP WANTED 
$1,500 weekly potential mailing 
our circulars. For Info call 
(202)452-5940. 
Earn free trips a cashl Class 
Travel needs students to promote 
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & 
travel free! Highly motivated 
students can earn a free trip & 
over $10,000! Choose Cancun, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or 
Florida! North America's largest 
student tour operator! Call Now! 
(800)838*411. 
Help wanted - Earn up to 
$500/wk. assembling products at 
home. No experience. Info, 
(504)646-1709 Dept. VA-4806. 
Earn $6,000 next summer running 
your own business. Now 
interviewing on campus. Call 
(800)3934521 ext.2 A.S.A.P. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Anyone can do this! Work your 
own hours. Earn $500-$l,500/mo. 
paruime! Call for free informational 
booklet. (888)2180356. 
Earn S750-$l,500/wk - Raise all 
the money your group needs by 
sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on 
your campus. No investment & 
very little time needed. There's no 
obligation, so why not call for info 
today. Call (800)323*454 x95. 
Waitresses needed - Jess' Lunch, 
22 S. Main St. No experience 
necessary. 1-2 yr availability 
preferred. Apply in person. 
White Star Tavern - Looking for 
upbeat fun-loving individuals to 
wait tables & tend bar. Must be 
able to work late night 4 
weekends. Call at (540)885-5887. 
Mill Street Grill - Looking for 
experienced line cooks. Saute & 
broiler experience a plus, above 
average pay. Apply at 1 Mill St.. 
Staunton, VA or call at (540)886- 
0656. 
Part-time waitress needed for 
casual restaurant - Flexible hours 
(no Sundays). Apply in person at 
The Village Inn, 5 miles south on 
Main St., Harrisonburg. 434-7355. 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
assistance regarding the 
investigation of financing 
business opportunities & 
work-at-home opportunities, 
contact the 
Better Business Bureau inc., 
at 1-800-533-5501. 
SERVICES 
National DJ Connection - Great 
party music since 1985! Call 433- 
0360. 
Rocktown Entertainment - For all 
parties/formats. 433-0103 or 
crownmall .com/rocktown 
Typing! Have a paper to type but 
affairs to attend? No problem! 
Reasonable rates! 12 years 
experience. Call 432-0488. 
UnlYMitty rlairsiyjut 
1012 South Main St 
Student Cuts 
$9.50 
JMU's closest salon 
behind Klnko's Kopy 
433-3533 
appts. not always necessary 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Crulsel 6 days $279! Includes 
meals, free parties, taxes! Get a 
group, go free! Prices increase 





CANCUN • BAHAMAS • JAMAICA • 
FLORIDA-SAN JUAN 
Don't miss out... Cad now for 
your Spring Break Vacation! 
Ask about our early booking 
Incentives. Organize a group 
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SPRING 
BREAK 
Guaranteed BEST Pnc. 
CANCUN  $399 
JAMAICA $399 
BAHAMAS $369 
FLORIDA   $119 
NOW HIRING REPSI 
EndkMs Summer Tours 
1-800-234 7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
Spring Break - Cancun & 
Jamaica $3791 Book early, save 
$50! Get a group, go free! 
Panama City $129! South Beach 
(Bars close 5 a.m.!) $129! 
springbreaktravel.com (800)678- 
6386. 
Spring Break, "Take 2" - Hiring 
Reps! Sell 15, take two free. 
Hottest destinations! Free 
parties, eats & drinks. 
SunSplash, (800)426-7710. 
Earn money * free trips! Individuals 
& groups wanted to promote Spring 
Break! Call Inter-Campus Programs 
at (800)327-6013 or 
http://www.icpt.com. 
WANTED 
Wanted - Cars for parts. 867-5871. 
PERSONALS 
Skydlvel Experience the thrill! 
skydiveorange.com. (540)942- 
3871. Ask about JMU discounts. 
Adoption 
Happily married pediatrician & 
pre school teacher wish to 
become devoted dad A fun-time 
mom to white newborn. WMng 
to comply wtth adoption laws. 
Please call Mark & Robyn, 
(800)484-7803, pln#7749. 
Sport  Cards  -  Game  Cards. 
Baseball, Basketball, Football. 
Hockey, Star Wars. Magic, etc. 
Buy/Sell. »1 shop in Valley. Dukes 
Sportscards, Dukes Plaza, 2355 S. 
Main. Phone 433-DUKE. 
Adoption - Loving couple wishes 
to adopt infant. Happy, secure 
home with full-time mom. We can 
help each other. Please call Dian & 
Joe at (800)579-1860 or collect. 
(703)830-1341. 
Parent's  Weekend  -  Bed  & 
Breakfast in faculty home next to 
campus. Call 434-0670 for more 
info. 
Donate your vehicle to charity - 
Tax deductible Charity Foundation, 
inc. (540)432-6653. 
Adoption - In love for 17 years & 
happily married for 13. 
Unsuccessful parenting attempts 
left us with empty arms. Adoption 
however has broucv new hope. If 
you are strugph i to make 
decisions about yoi- life & the life 
of your baby, please consider our 
invitation to share in a two way 
blessing. Call collect anytime. Dan 
or Una, (703)8039220. 
IN - Thanks for the great 
Homecoming mixer this weekend. 
Love, AXfi. 
To place a classified ad in 
The Breeze, please come 
to The Breeze office in the 
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
weekdays from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 




us otp«Mni oi iMaeejM 
Face Off topic for Oct. 23, 1997: 
Next semester. JMU will implement 
a policy prohibiting kegs at 
fraternity parties. Is this a positive 
step in controlling student drinking, 
or will the decision onjy create 
more problems? 
Responses for and against should be typewritten and no longer than 300 
words. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. One 
entry from each viewpoint will be selected for Thursday's issue. Responses 
should be received by 6 p.m. Tuesday. Send, bring or e-mail all responses 
to: The Breeze, G-l Anthony-Seeger, MSC 6805, 
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807  
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Port Rd / EMU 
22 Terri Drive 
433-3111 
JMU/ S. Main 
3 lMUler Circle 
433-2300 
LARGE Cheese Pizzas 
••X* 
No coupon necessary 
Ask for your free dipping sauce! 












MEDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA 
& 2 Free Cokes OR Breadsticks 
$6.99 
No coupon necessary 
Cheeseybread! 
Medium Order of Cheeseybread 
*5. 99 Dipping Sauce included! 
No coupon necessary 
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